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AbstratAs observed by Choi et al. (1999), urves in Minkowski spae R2;1 are verywell suited to desribe the medial axis transform (MAT) of a planar do-main, and Minkowski Pythagorean hodograph (MPH) urves orrespond todomains, where both the boundaries and their o�sets are rational urves(Moon, 1999).In this thesis, we fous mainly on MPH ubis. We show that any MPH ubi(inluding the ase of light{like tangents) is a ubi helix in Minkowski spae.With the help of tangent indiatries of MPH urves, we derive a ompletelassi�ation of planar and spatial MPH ubis.Based on these results, we give a thorough disussion of G1 Hermite inter-polation by MPH ubis, fousing on solvability and approximation order.Among other results, it is shown that any spae{like C1 urve without iso-lated Minkowski inetions an be approximately onverted into a G1 splineurve omposed of MPH ubis with the approximation order being equal tofour. The theoretial results are illustrated by several examples. In addition,we show how the urvature of a urve in Minkowski spae is related to theboundaries of the assoiated planar domain.
KeywordsMinkowski Pythagorean hodograph urve, helix, Minkowski spae, Hermiteinterpolation, spae{like vetor, Taylor expansion.
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1 INTRODUCTION 11 IntrodutionO�sets of planar urves are needed for various appliations. For example,they are used as the tool paths of omputer{numerial{ontrol (CNC) ma-hines. Sine the auray and eÆieny of the representation of urvesand surfaes is one of the basi issues in omputer aided geometri design(CAGD), urves with polynomial or rational o�sets have been thoroughly in-vestigated. In partiular, Pythagorean hodograph (PH) urves, whih wereintrodued by Farouki & Sakkalis (1990), are polynomial urves with ratio-nal o�sets. Many related referenes an be found in the exellent survey ofFarouki (2002).In order to use the o�set to a given urve as a tool path or for other ap-pliations, the so{alled trimming proedure has to be applied. This pro-edure trims o� the unwanted piees and gives the true o�set. Dependingon the geometry and the o�set distane, the trimming proedure an betime{onsuming and omputationally diÆult.An elegant approah to this problem was formulated by Moon (1999) andChoi et al. (1999). It is based on the medial axis transform (MAT) of a planardomain (see Pottmann and Peternell (1998) and Degen (2004), and the ref-erenes ited therein), whih identi�es the domain with a (system of) spaeurve(s). Reall that the medial axis of a planar domain onsists of the en-ters of all insribed irles, whih touh the boundary in at least two points.The MAT is then the system of spae urves obtained by lifting the pointsof the medial axis of the domain into xyr{spae, using the radius of theorresponding irle as the additional oordinate, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.Motivated by the o�set formula for the boundaries of a planar domain, Moonde�ned MPH urves as polynomial speed urves in Minkowski (or pseudo{Eulidean) spae with respet to Minkowski inner produt. If the MAT isa (pieewise) MPH urve, the Æ{o�set urves of the orresponding boundary



1 INTRODUCTION 2
Figure 1: Left: The medial axis transform in xyr{spae and theorresponding irles in the xy{plane. Right: The envelope of theirles de�nes the boundary of the planar domain.

domain are rational. Moreover, the trimming proedure for the inner o�setsbeomes simpler, see Fig. 3 (f. Pottmann and Peternell, 1998). The partsof the MAT, where the orresponding irle radius r is less than Æ, have tobe trimmed.Based on so alled domain deomposition tehnique, Choi et al. (1999) havedesigned an interpolation sheme for interpolating the MAT of a planar do-main by MPH ubis. Reently, Kim & Ahn (2003) addressed the problemof C1 Hermite interpolation using MPH quartis and introdued a new on-ept, C1=2 interpolation. MPH urves in higher dimensions have reentlybeen analyzed by Cho et al. (2004).The approximation of the MAT by pseudo{Eulidean ar splines and byparaboli ars has been outlined by Pottmann and Peternell (1998).Cubi urves with onstant slope in Eulidean spae have thoroughly beeninvestigated by Wunderlih (1973). For any given slope �, there exists exatlyone ubi urve in three{dimensional Eulidean spae { whih is alled theubi helix { for whih the ratio of urvature to torsion equals �. Its normal
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Figure 2: The medial axis transform in xyr{spae onsisting of threeurves and the boundary of the orresponding planar domain. Themedial axis is shown in grey.
form for � = �=4 is given by(t) = (3t2; t� 3t3; t+ 3t3)>: (1)Cubi helies for other slopes � are obtained by a uniform saling of thez{oordinate, see Fig. 4. Aording to Wagner and Ravani (1997), the ubihelix is also the only ubi whih is equipped with a rational Frenet{Serretmotion. More preisely, the unit tangent, normal and binormal of the urvean be desribed by rational funtions.While the only planar PH ubi is the so{alled Tshirnhausen ubi, Faroukiand Sakkalis (1994) proved later that spatial PH ubis are helies, i.e. ur-ves of onstant slope. A lassi�ation of PH ubis in Eulidean spae anbe obtained by ombining these results: any PH ubi an be onstruted asa helix with any given slope \above" the Tshirnhausen ubi.
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Figure 4: Three examples of the ubi helix 1, 2 and 3 (blak) andtheir projetions to oordinates planes (grey).



1 INTRODUCTION 5In its �rst part, this thesis analyzes some geometri properties of MPH ubis.As the main result, it is shown that these urves are again helies and anbe lassi�ed, similarly to the Eulidean ase, f. Kosinka and J�uttler (2006).Starting from the results of Choi et al. (1999), the seond part of thisthesis addresses the problem of G1 Hermite interpolation by MPH ubis.Based on the mutual position of the given end tangent vetors, we formu-late an algorithm for omputing the interpolants in Bernstein{B�ezier form.Lorentz transforms are used to map the given Hermite data to one among �veanonial positions, whih signi�antly simplify the analysis. In the `regular'ase the problem has four solutions, whih an be omputed by solving twoquadrati equations.Based on anonial positions of the input data and the ausal harater ofthe di�erene of the end tangent vetors we derive suÆient and neessaryonditions for interpolants to exist. In fat, the di�erene of the endpointshas to lie inside ertain quadrati ones depending solely on the end tangentvetors. Singular ases are also disussed.In order to analyze the onvergene order of the interpolants, an asymptotiapproah by means of Taylor expansions and Frenet formulas in Minkowskispae is introdued. As a result, we give onditions for onverting urvesinto MPH ubi splines. It turns out that any spae{like C1 urve an beapproximately onverted into a G1 MPH ubi spline. The approximationorder is four, provided that the urve has no isolated Minkowski inetions.Otherwise the approximation order drops to two, f. Kosinka and J�uttler(2006).In addition to these results on MPH ubis, we provide a geometri interpre-tation of the Minkowski urvature and Minkowski inetions in terms of thegeometry of the assoiated planar domain.



1 INTRODUCTION 6The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Setion 2 summarizessome basi notions and fats onerning three{dimensional Minkowski geom-etry, B�ezier, PH and MPH urves, di�erential geometry of urves in Minkow-ski spae and helies in Minkowski spae.Setion 3 fouses on properties of MPH ubis. In partiular, we studyMPH ubis in the ontext of ubi helies in Minkowski spae resulting ina omplete lassi�ation of planar and spatial MPH ubis.Setion 4 disusses a Hermite interpolation of G1 boundary data via MPHubis. Based on anonial positions of boundary tangent vetors and withthe help of Taylor expansions we give a thorough analysis of existene andnumber of MPH ubi interpolants to given G1 data. Moreover, the theoreti-al results are illustrated by several numerial examples. Finally we onludethe thesis.



2 PRELIMINARIES 72 PreliminariesThis setion summarizes some basi onepts and some results onerningMinkowski spae, polynomial B�ezier urves, PH and MPH urves and di�er-ential geometry of urves in Minkowski spae.2.1 Minkowski spaeThe three{dimensional Minkowski spae R2;1 is a real vetor spae with aninde�nite inner produt given by the matrix G = diag(1; 1;�1). The innerprodut of two vetors u = (u1; u2; u3)>, v = (v1; v2; v3)>, u;v 2 R2;1 isde�ned as hu;vi = u>Gv = u1v1 + u2v2 � u3v3: (2)The three axes spanned by the vetors e1 = (1; 0; 0)>, e2 = (0; 1; 0)> ande3 = (0; 0; 1)> will be denoted as the x{, y{ and r{axis, respetively.Sine the quadrati form de�ned by G is not positive de�nite as in the Eu-lidean ase, the square norm of u de�ned by jjujj2 = hu;ui may be positive,negative or zero. Motivated by the theory of relativity we distinguish threeso{alled `ausal haraters' of vetors. A vetor u is alled spae{like ifjjujj2 > 0, time{like if jjujj2 < 0, and light{like (or isotropi) if jjujj2 = 0.All light{like vetors form a one in R2;1 , the so alled light one. We denotea light one with the vertex at a point w by Cw (see Fig. 5).Two vetors u;v 2 R2;1 are said to be orthogonal if hu;vi = 0. Thereforea normal vetor of a plane given by ax + by + z = 0 has the oordinatesn = (a; b;�)>. The ross{produt in the Minkowski spae an be de�nedanalogously to the Eulidean ase asw = u on v = (u2v3 � u3v2; u3v1 � u1v3;�u1v2 + u2v1)>: (3)
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PSfrag replaementsC0 H
Figure 5: The unit hyperboloid H and the light one C0.Clearly, hu;u on vi = 0 for all u;v 2 R2;1 .A vetor u 2 R2;1 is alled a unit vetor if jjujj2 = �1. When u is a spae{likevetor, it an be normalized to jjujj2 = 1, in the time{like ase to jjujj2 = �1.The hyperboloid of one sheet given by x2 + y2 � r2 = 1 spanned by theendpoints of all unit spae{like vetors will be alled the unit hyperboloid H(see Fig. 5).Let u, v and w be three vetors in R2;1 . A salar triple produt of u, v andw is de�ned as [u; v; w℄ = hu; v on wi: (4)The salar triple produt in Minkowski spae is the same as in Eulideanspae, sine the sign hanges in Minkowski inner and ross{produt anelout. Therefore [u; v; w℄ = det(u; v; w).A plane in Minkowski spae is alled spae{, time{ or light{like if the re-strition of the quadrati form de�ned by G on this plane is positive de�nite,inde�nite nondegenerate or degenerate, respetively. The type of a plane �
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Figure 6: Spae{like planes �1 and �2, light{like plane �3, time{likeplanes �4 and �5 and the light one C0.an be haraterized by the Eulidean angle � inluded between � and thexy plane. For light{like planes, � = �4 .Figure 6 shows �ve planes along with the light one C0. Planes �1 and �2are spae{like, plane �3 is light{like (tangent to C0) and planes �4 and �5are time{like. Moreover, planes �1, �5 are mutually perpendiular as well asplanes �2, �4. The light{like plane �3 is perpendiular to itself.Remark 1 In this thesis, we de�ne the Minkowski spae as a real linearspae equipped with an inde�nite inner produt, following Choi et al. (1999),Moon (1999). Alternatively, one may also de�ne it as a speial aÆne spae,see Kriele (1999).



2 PRELIMINARIES 102.2 Lorentz transformsA linear transform L : R2;1 ! R2;1 is alled a Lorentz transform if it maintainsthe Minkowski inner produt, i.e. hu;vi = hLu; Lvi for all u;v 2 R2;1 . Thegroup of all Lorentz transforms L = O(2; 1) is alled the Lorentz group.LetK = (ki;j)i;j=1;2;3 be a Lorentz transform. Then the olumn vetors k1, k2and k3 satisfy hki;kji = Gi;j, i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, i.e. they form an orthonormalbasis of R2;1 .From hk3;k3i = G3;3 = �1 one obtains k233 � 1. A transform K is said tobe orthohronous if k33 � 1. The determinant of any Lorentz transform Kequals to �1, and speial ones are haraterized by det(K) = 1.The Lorentz group L onsists of four omponents. The speial orthohronousLorentz transforms form a subgroup SO+(2; 1) of L. The other ompo-nents are T1 � SO+(2; 1), T2 � SO+(2; 1) and T1 � T2 � SO+(2; 1), where T1 =diag(1; 1;�1) and T2 = diag(1;�1; 1). LetR(�) = 0BBBBB� os� � sin� 0sin� os� 00 0 1
1CCCCCA and H(�) = 0BBBBB� 1 0 00 osh � sinh �0 sinh � osh �

1CCCCCA (5)be a rotation of the spatial oordinates x, y, and a hyperboli rotation witha hyperboli angle �, respetively. Any speial orthohronous Lorentz trans-form L 2 SO+(2; 1) an be represented as L = R(�1)H(�)R(�2), see Fig. 7.The restrition of the hyperboli rotation to the time{like yr{plane (i.e. toMinkowski spae R1;1) is given byh(�) = 0B� osh � sinh�sinh� osh � 1CA : (6)
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Figure 7: A representation of speial orthohronous Lorentz trans-forms. Top: trajetories of the rotation R(�), bottom: trajetoriesof the hyperboli rotation H(�).



2 PRELIMINARIES 122.3 Free form urvesThe two most ommon methods for representing urves in geometri mode-ling are impliit equations and parametri equations.The impliit equation of a urve lying in the xy plane has the formf(x; y) = 0; (7)where f is a suÆiently smooth funtion of x and y. This equation desribesan impliit relationship between the x and y oordinates of the points lyingon the urve. The equation for a given urve is unique up to a multipliativeonstant. A well known example is the unit irle entered at the origin givenby the equation x2 + y2 � 1 = 0.In the parametri ase, eah oordinate of a urve point is represented sep-arately as an expliit (suÆiently smooth) funtion of an independent para-meter, i.e. (t) = (x(t); y(t))>; t 2 [a; b℄: (8)The interval [a; b℄ an be arbitrary, but it is usually normalized to [0; 1℄. The�rst quadrant of the unit irle entered at the origin has the parametriform x(t) = os(t); y(t) = sin(t); t 2 [0; �2 ℄: (9)By a substitution u = tan t2 we obtain an alternate representationx(u) = 1� u21 + u2 ; y(u) = 2u1 + u2 ; u 2 [0; 1℄: (10)Obviously, the parametri representation is not unique (see Fig. 8).It is quite instrutive to think of a parametri urve (t) as of the pathtraed out by a partile moving in a plane, where t is time. The �rst andseond derivative of (t) are the veloity and the aeleration of the partile,respetively.
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Figure 8: Di�erent parametri representations of a irle segment.Both the impliit and the parametri form have their advantages and disad-vantages. We give a brief omparison of the two methods: (pluses denoteadvantages and minuses disadvantages of the parametri form)+ by adding a third oordinate, the parametri form is easily extended torepresent urves in three dimensional spae: (t) = (x(t); y(t); z(t))>.The impliit form does not allow this generalization;+ it is quite diÆult to represent bounded or trimmed urve segments bythe impliit form. On the other hand, one an easily selet the desiredpart of a given parametri urve by hoosing the parameter interval;+ parametri urves possess a natural diretion of their ourse, i.e. from(a) to (b), when a < b. Therefore, it is easy to generate orderedsequenes of points along the urve;+ ompute a point on the urve { diÆult in the impliit form, easy inthe parametri form;� given a point, determine whether the point lies on the urve or not {diÆult in the parametri form, easy in the impliit form;
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Figure 9: Curve �tting via approximation: the approximating urvefollows the given ontrol polygon.
� when using the parametri form, one must sometimes deal with para-metri anomalies, whih are not related to true geometry, e.g. the point(0; 0)> of the urve (t; t3)>.For the remainder of this thesis, we are onerned with the parametri rep-resentation only, as it dominates in omputer design.A fundamental problem in geometri design is the so{alled urve �tting:given a set of points, �nd a \nie" urve, whih passes through these points.This method is alled interpolation. However, it is not our onern in thisthesis.An alternate method is referred to as approximation: given a set of (ontrol)points, �nd a urve, whih\niely" follows the ontrol polygon formed by theontrol points, see Fig. 9.Clearly, by allowing the oordinate funtions x(t) and y(t) to be arbitrary,we obtain a great variety of urves. However, there are trade{o�s whenimplementing a geometri modeling system. Therefore, we restrit ourselves



2 PRELIMINARIES 15to a lass of funtions, whih are apable of representing preisely all theurves we want to use and are easily and eÆiently proessed in a omputer.A widely used lass of funtions are the polynomials.There are to methods for representing polynomial parametri urves: powerbasis and B�ezier method. Although mathematially equivalent, the B�eziermethod is far better suited for representing polynomial parametri urves.2.3.1 Polynomial B�ezier urvesA B�ezier urve of degree n 2 N is de�ned by (f. Piegl and Tiller (1995))b(t) = nXi=0 Bi;n(t)pi; t 2 [0; 1℄; (11)where the basis (blending) funtions are the lassial nth degree Bernsteinpolynomials given by Bi;n(t) = n!i!(n� i)!ti(1� t)n�i: (12)CoeÆients pi are alled ontrol points.Figure 10 shows several examples of B�ezier ubis (n = 3) with di�erentontrol polygons. The orresponding Bernstein polynomialsB0;3(t) = (1� t)3; (13)B1;3(t) = 3t(1� t)2; (14)B2;3(t) = 3t2(1� t); (15)B3;3(t) = t3 (16)are shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11: Bernstein basis polynomials of degree three.
Properties of B�ezier urves: Let us take a loser look at properties ofBernstein polynomials, whih an be easily derived from their de�nition:1. nonnegativity: Bi;n(t) � 0 for all i, n and t 2 [0; 1℄;2. partition of unity: Pni=0Bi;n(t) = 1 for all t 2 [0; 1℄;3. B0;n(0) = Bn;n(1) = 1;4. Bi;n(t) attains exatly one maximum on the interval [0; 1℄ for t = in ;5. symmetry: for any n, the set of polynomials fBi;n(t)g is symmetriwith respet to t = 12 ;6. reursive de�nition: Bi;n(t) = (1� t)Bi;n�1(t) + tBi�1;n�1(t), where byde�nition Bi;n(t) � 0 for i < 0 or i > n;



2 PRELIMINARIES 187. derivative: B0i;n(t) = n(Bi�1;n�1(t)� Bi;n�1(t)); (17)where B�1;n�1(t) � Bn;n�1(t) � 0.These properties of Bernstein polynomials and the de�nition (11) yield thefollowing properties of B�ezier urves.1. end points interpolation: b(0) = p0 and b(1) = pn;2. end tangent vetors: b0(0) = n(p1 � p0) and b0(1) = n(pn � pn�1);3. onvex hull property: any B�ezier urve is ontained in the onvex hullof its de�ning ontrol polygon;4. variation diminishing property: no straight line (plane in 3D ase) in-tersets a B�ezier urve more times than it intersets the urve's ontrolpolygon. This expresses the property that a B�ezier urve follows itsontrol polygon rather niely and does not wiggle more than its ontrolpolygon (see Fig. 10);5. B�ezier urves are invariant under aÆne mappings, i.e. (loosely speak-ing) one applies the transformation to the urve by applying it to theontrol polygon.The deCasteljau Algorithm: Let n = 2 and b(t) =P2i=0Bi;2(t)pi; t 2[0; 1℄. Thenb(t) = (1� t)2p0 + 2t(1� t)p1 + t2p2 (18)= (1� t)((1� t)p0 + tp1| {z }linear ) + t((1� t)p1 + tp2| {z }linear ): (19)
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Figure 12: The deCasteljau algorithm: a onstrution of a point ona B�ezier urve by repeated linear interpolation.

We an see that b(t) is obtained as a linear interpolation of two �rst{degreeB�ezier urves. In partiular, any point on b(t) is obtained by three linearinterpolations.Let us onsider a �xed value t = t0 and letp1;0 = (1� t0)p0 + t0p1; (20)p1;1 = (1� t0)p1 + t0p2; (21)p2;0 = (1� t0)p1;0 + t0p1;1: (22)It follows that b(t0) = p2;0. An example for a ubi ase is shown in Figure 12.Denoting a general nth degree B�ezier urve given by the set of ontrol points



2 PRELIMINARIES 20p0 p1;0p1 p2;0p1;1p2 ...... ... ... pn�1;0... ... ... � � � pn;0 = b(t0)... ... ... pn�1;1pn�2 ...p1;n�2pn�1 p2;n�2p1;n�1pnTable 1: Points generated by the deCasteljau algorithm.
fp0; : : : ;png by bn(p0; : : : ;pn), we havebn(p0; : : : ;pn) = (1� t)bn�1(p0; : : : ;pn�1) + tbn�1(p1; : : : ;pn): (23)This follows from the reursive de�nition of the Bernstein basis funtions(see property 6). Fixing t = t0 and denoting pi by p0;i, equation (23) yieldsa reursive algorithm for omputing the point b(t0) = pn;0(t0) on an nthdegree B�ezier urve:pk;i(t0) = (1� t0)pk�1;i(t0) + t0pk�1;i+1(t0); (24)where k = 1; 2; : : : ; n and i = 0; 1; : : : ; n � k. Equation (24) is alled thedeCasteljau algorithm. It is a orner utting proess (f. Fig. 12), whihyields the triangular table of points shown in Table 1.We onlude this setion with several remarks. Clearly, the B�ezier urvesare very well suited for interative urve design. The ontrol polygon gives



2 PRELIMINARIES 21the designer an intuitive handle of the urve shape, whih is ensured by theonvex hull and variation diminishing property of B�ezier urves. However,among oni setions only a parabola an be exatly represented by a polyno-mial B�ezier urve. Although, rational B�ezier urves remedy this shortoming,they fall beyond the sope of the present thesis.2.4 Pythagorean hodograph urvesLet us onsider a planar polynomial urve (t) = (x(t); y(t))>. Despite all theattrative features desribed in the previous setion, polynomial parametriurves have ertain limitations that degrade their overall utility in pratialdesign appliations.Before proeeding, let us be more spei� about some of the shortomingsof polynomial urves. When suh a urve is to be evaluated at a uniformsequene of parameter values ftig, the resulting geometri points fpig arenot uniformly distributed along the urve, sine its \parameter ow" is ne-essarily uneven if it is not a straight line. To ompensate this, it requiresa determination of the funtional relation between the ar length s along theurve and the parameter t. In general, the ar length funtions(t) = Z px0(t)2 + y0(t)2 dt (25)is an integral that annot be resolved in terms of elementary funtions oft. Thus, turning to a numerial quadrature to approximate s(t) involvesineÆient and potentially error{prone omputations.Another problem arises with regard to o�set urves. In appliations (suh asomputer{numerial{ontrol (CNC) mahining, tolerane analysis and path



2 PRELIMINARIES 22planing), one is interested in the urvesoÆ(t) =  x(t)� Æ y0(t)px0(t)2 + y0(t)2 ; y(t)� Æ x0(t)px0(t)2 + y0(t)2!> (26)at a �xed distane Æ from (t) = (x(t); y(t))> in the diretion (or in theopposite diretion) of its unit normal vetor. The o�set oÆ(t) is not, ingeneral, a polynomial or rational urve.As observed by Farouki & Sakkalis (1990), the so{alled Pythagorean hodo-graph (PH) urves overome the de�ienies mentioned above. The distin-guishing feature of a polynomial PH urve (t) is that the omponents of itshodograph 0(t) satisfy a Pythagorean ondition, i.e. the sum of their squaresis equal to the square of a polynomial �(t). The ful�lment of this onditionentails rather di�erent approahes in the ontext of planar and spatial PHurves.2.4.1 Planar Pythagorean hodograph urvesLet (t) = (x(t); y(t))> be a planar polynomial urve. The hodograph 0(t)must satisfy x0(t)2 + y0(t)2 = �2(t); (27)where �(t) is a polynomial. This ondition is equivalent (see Kubota (1972))to the requirement that, in terms of polynomials u(t), v(t) and w(t), thehodograph 0(t) has the formx0(t) = w(t)(u(t)2 � v(t)2);y0(t) = w(t)(2u(t)v(t));�(t) = w(t)(u(t)2 + v(t)2): (28)
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�1 �2L1 L2 L3L2 = pL1L3; �1 = �2t0 = 25 Figure 13: Control polygon of a planar PH ubi.Taking w(t) = 1 and u(t), v(t) suh that gd(u(t); v(t)) = 1 gives a primitivePythagorean hodograph de�ning a regular PH urve (i.e. gd(x0(t); y0(t)) =1) of an odd degree.A diret onsequene of (27) is that, for a PH urve, the ar length funtion(25) is just a (possibly pieewise) polynomial (rather than an irreduibleintegral). Moreover, the o�sets (26) of PH urves admit exat (possiblypieewise) rational representations (eliminating the need for approximationshemes). The exat ar length and o�set properties of PH urves are ex-tremely useful in the ontext of CNC mahining.Taking onstants for u(t), v(t) and w(t) reveals a trivial fat that straightlines are PH urves. The �rst non{trivial examples are ubis, de�ned byw(t) = 1 and linear polynomials u(t), v(t) in (28). PH ubis an be hara-terized geometrially in terms of their B�ezier ontrol polygons formed by theset of ontrol points fp0;p1;p2;p3g. Namely, if Lk = jpk�pk�1j, k = 1; 2; 3,are the lengths of the orresponding ontrol polygon legs, and �1, �2 are theangles at the interior points p1, p2, the onditionsL2 =pL1L3 and �1 = �2 (29)are suÆient and neessary for a PH ubi (f. Farouki & Sakkalis (1990),



2 PRELIMINARIES 24Fig. 13). The simpliity of this haraterization reveals that modulo rigidbody motions, salings and linear reparameterizations, all planar PH ubisare segments of a unique urve, the Tshirnhausen ubi, see Fig. 20. Sineit has no inetions, this urve is of limited value in design appliations.For shape exibility similar to that of \ordinary" ubis, we must appeal toPH quintis, de�ned by w(t) = 1 and quadrati polynomials u(t), v(t) in(28). The PH quintis an inet and an interpolate arbitrary C1 Hermitedata.2.4.2 Spatial Pythagorean hodograph urvesAnalogously to the planar ase, a spatial PH urve (t) = (x(t); y(t); z(t))>satis�es x0(t)2 + y0(t)2 + z0(t)2 = �2(t); (30)for some polynomial �(t). These urves were introdued by Farouki andSakkalis (1994), however, a suÆient and neessary haraterization of poly-nomial solutions to (30) was given by Dietz et al. (1993) in terms of fourpolynomials u(t), v(t), p(t) and q(t):x0(t) = u(t)2 + v(t)2 � p(t)2 � q(t)2;y0(t) = 2(u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t));z0(t) = 2(v(t)q(t)� u(t)p(t));�(t) = u(t)2 + v(t)2 + p(t)2 + q(t)2; (31)
whih de�nes a regular spatial PH urve with gd(x0(t); y0(t); z0(t)) = 1 when-ever u(t), v(t), p(t) and q(t) have no ommon fator.As in the ase of planar PH urves, the twisted PH ubis an be hara-terized by geometrial onstraints on their B�ezier ontrol polygons. In fat,



2 PRELIMINARIES 25spatial PH ubis are all segments of (non{irular) helies, i.e. their tan-gents maintain a onstant angle with a given axis, and they exhibit a onstantratio of urvature to torsion.The ar length funtion s(t) of spatial PH urves is obtained by a trivialextension of the methods given above for planar PH urves. The spatialanalogy to an o�set is the so{alled anal surfae with a given spatial urveas its spine, i.e. the envelope of a one parameter family of spheres witha �xed radius entered at the spine urve. Sine PH urves admit orthogonalframes (f. Wagner and Ravani (1997)) dependent rationally on t, the analsurfaes with PH spine urves an be rationally parameterized (see Faroukiand Sakkalis (1994)).Now, we leave the theory and appliations of PH urves and turn our atten-tion to Pythagorean hodograph urves in Minkowski spae.2.5 Minkowski Pythagorean hodograph urves and theMATReall that a polynomial urve in Eulidean spae is said to be a Pytha-gorean hodograph (PH) urve, if the norm of its �rst derivative (or hodo-graph) is a (possibly pieewise) polynomial. Following Moon (1999), MPHurves are de�ned similarly, but with respet to the norm indued by theMinkowski inner produt. More preisely, a polynomial urve (t) 2 R2;1 ,(t) = (x(t); y(t); r(t))> is alled an MPH urve if a polynomial �(t) existssuh that x0(t)2 + y0(t)2 � r0(t)2 = �(t)2: (32)



2 PRELIMINARIES 26Moon has shown that a suÆient and neessary ondition for the satisfationof equation (32) is given in terms of four polynomials u(t), v(t), p(t) and q(t):x0(t) = u(t)2 � v(t)2 � p(t)2 + q(t)2;y0(t) = �2(u(t)v(t) + p(t)q(t));r0(t) = 2(u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t));�(t) = u(t)2 + v(t)2 � p(t)2 � q(t)2: (33)
We reall the motivation that led Moon (1999) to the de�nition of MPHurves. Consider a domain 
 2 R2 . The medial axis (MA) of 
 is thelous of all the enters of maximal disks touhing the boundary �
 in atleast two points, whih are insribed into the domain 
. Let (x(t); y(t))>be a parameterization of a part of the medial axis of 
 and let r(t) bea radius funtion, whih spei�es the radii of the maximal disks with entersat (x(t); y(t)). The orresponding part of the medial axis transform (MAT)is then a spatial urve (x(t); y(t); r(t))> (f. Fig. 14).On the other hand, given a segment g(t) = (x(t); y(t); r(t))>, t 2 I, of theMAT, we an reover the original domain by forming the union of the disks,
 =[t2IDr(t)(x(t); y(t)); (34)where Dr(x; y) is the disk with enter (x; y) and radius r. Its boundary �
 isobtained as the envelope of the medial axis irles. The envelopes determinedby a C1 segment g(t) = (x(t); y(t); r(t))> of the MAT (see Choi et al., 1997)areb(�)(t) = 0B� xy 1CA� rx02 + y02 [ r00B� x0y0 1CA�px02 + y02 � r020B� �y0x0 1CA ℄; (35)
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medial axis transformrrrFigure 14: A medial axis transform and the orresponding planardomain 
.provided that r > 0. Moreover, Æ{o�sets of �
 may be omputed the sameway by lifting the MAT to (x(t); y(t); r(t)� Æ)>, see Fig. 15. As observed byMoon (1999) and Choi et al. (1999), if the orresponding MAT is an MPHurve, then the oordinate funtions of the orresponding boundary urvesand their o�sets are (possibly pieewise) rational.A urve segment (t) 2 R2;1 , t 2 [a; b℄ is alled spae{, time{ or light{like ifits tangent vetor 0(t), t 2 [a; b℄ is spae{, time{ or light{like, respetively.Remark 2 As an immediate onsequene of the de�nition, the tangent ve-tor 0(t) of an MPH urve annot be time{like. Also, light{like tangentvetors 0(t) orrespond to roots of the polynomial w in (32). In the re-mainder of this thesis we onsider urves with spae{like tangent vetors, i.e.spae{like urves. Note that the MAT of a planar domain is a (olletionof) spae urve(s) with spae{like or light{like tangent vetors, where thelatter ones appear only at isolated points, typially at verties (points withextremal urvature) of the boundaries.
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Figure 15: O�sets of a domain boundary an be obtained by liftingthe orresponding MAT in the diretion of its third oordinate.
2.6 Frenet formulas in Minkowski spaeThis setion introdues several fats from the di�erential geometry of urvesin the Minkowski spae, f. Blashke (1929); Ekmeki & Ilarslan (1998);Walrave (1995).Remark 3 If not stated otherwise, all urves are supposed to be three timesontinuously di�erentiable (C3) for the remainder of this thesis. As we aremainly interested in ubis, this is essentially no restrition.We onsider a urve segment (t) 2 R2;1 . In order to rule out straight line andinetions, we suppose that the �rst two derivative vetors 0(t) and 00(t) arelinearly independent. More preisely, points with linearly dependent vetors0(t) and 00(t) orrespond to inetions in the sense of aÆne di�erentialgeometry, whih will be exluded.



2 PRELIMINARIES 29We distinguish three di�erent ases:Case 1: Consider a spae{like urve (s) 2 R2;1 , i.e. jj0(s)jj > 0. We mayassume that the urve is parameterized by its ar length, i.e. jj0(s)jj = 1.Then we de�ne a (spae{like) unit tangent vetor T = 0(s) of (s).Subase 1.1: If the vetor T0 is spae{like or time{like on some parameterinterval, the Frenet formulas take the formT0 = �N;N0 = �hN;Ni�T + �B;B0 = �N:The unit vetors N and B are the unit normal and binormal vetor, � > 0and � are the Minkowski urvature and torsion of (s), respetively. Thethree vetors T, N and B form an orthonormal basis.Subase 1.2: The vetor T0 of a spae{like urve may be light{like at anisolated point, or within an entire interval. The two ases will be alled Min-kowski inetions and ineted segments, respetively. The Frenet formulasof a spae{like urve within an ineted segment take the formT0 = N;N0 = �N;B0 = �T� �B;where hT;Ni = hT;Bi = 0, hN;Ni = hB;Bi = 0 and hN;Bi = 1. In thissituation, the Minkowski urvature evaluates to � = 1. The three vetors T,N and B form a so{alled pseudo{orthonormal basis (see Fig. 16).Case 2: Consider a light{like urve (s) 2 R2;1 , i.e. h0(s); 0(s)i = 0.It follows that h0(s); 00(s)i = 0 and thus 00(s) lies in a light{like plane.
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Figure 16: Vetors T = (1; 0; 0)>, N = (0; p22 ; p22 )> and B =(0; p22 ;�p22 )> forming a pseudo{basis in Minkowski spae.Therefore 00(s) is spae{like (light{like vetor 00(s) leads to an inetion).We may assume that the urve is parameterized by its so alled pseudo arlength, i.e. jj00(s)jj = 1. Then we haveT0 = N;N0 = �T�B;B0 = ��N;where hN;Ti = hN;Bi = 0, hT;Ti = hB;Bi = 0 and hT;Bi = 1. Again,the Minkowski urvature evaluates to � = 1.Case 3: Let us onsider a time{like urve (s) 2 R2;1 parameterized by itsar length, i.e. jj0(s)jj = �1. Then we de�ne a (time{like) unit tangentvetor T = 0(s). As hT;T0i = 0, the vetor T0 lies in a spae{like plane.



2 PRELIMINARIES 31Therefore, T0 is always spae{like. The Frenet formulas take the formT0 = �N;N0 = �T+ �B;B0 = ��N;where N and B are the unit normal and binormal vetor, � > 0 and � arethe Minkowski urvature and torsion of (s), respetively. The three vetorsT, N and B form an orthonormal basis.Remark 4 For the remainder of the thesis the notion inetion also inludesMinkowski inetions.2.6.1 Minkowski urvature, torsion and inetionsProposition 1 Let (t) 2 R2;1 be a spae{like urve without inetions.Then the urvature �(t) and torsion �(t) of (t) are given by�(t) = pjh0(t) on 00(t); 0(t) on 00(t)ijjj0(t)jj3 (40)and �(t) = [0(t); 00(t); 000(t)℄jh0(t) on 00(t); 0(t) on 00(t)ij : (41)Proof: Let us onsider a spae{like urve (t) 2 R2;1 without inetions. Lett = t(s) be a reparameterization of (t) suh that (t(s)) is parameterizedby the ar length and let T(s), N(s) and B(s) be the tangent, normal andbinormal vetor and �(s) and �(s) the urvature and torsion of (t). We



2 PRELIMINARIES 32denote by 0 and _ the �rst derivative of  with respet to t and s, respetively.For the sake of brevity we omit the dependene on s. Then we haveT = 0(t) dtds: (42)Two onseutive di�erentiations of (42) with respet to s and simpli�ationsusing Frenet formulas yield�N = 00(t)�dtds�2 + 0(t) d2tds2 ; (43)_�N+ �(�hN;Ni�T+ �B) = 000(t)�dtds�3 + 00(t)A+ 0(t)B; (44)where A = 3 dtds d2tds2 and B = d3tds3 .Let us onsider the ross{produt T on �N. Using (42) and (43) we obtain�(T on N) = �dtds�3 (0(t) on 00(t)): (45)Sine jj0(t)jj = 1= dtds , onsidering a square norm of (45) we have�2 = jj0(t) on 00(t)jj2jj0(t)jj6jjT on Njj2 : (46)As � > 0 and T, N are unit vetors in this ase, we an onlude that�(t) = pjh0(t) on 00(t); 0(t) on 00(t)ijjj0(t)jj3 : (47)Now, let us form the salar triple produt [T; �N; _�N+�(�hN;Ni�T+�B)℄.Using (42), (43) and (44), we get��2[T;N;B℄ = �dtds�6 [0(t); 00(t); 000(t)℄: (48)



2 PRELIMINARIES 33The identity [T;N;B℄ = 1 and (46) thus give�(t) = [0(t); 00(t); 000(t)℄jh0(t) on 00(t); 0(t) on 00(t)ij : (49)�The next result haraterizes inetions.Proposition 2 Let (t) 2 R2;1 be a spae{like urve. Then (t) has aninetion orresponding to t0 if and only if jj0(t0) on 00(t0)jj2 = 0.Proof: For the sake of brevity, we will omit the dependene on the parametert. Let T and � be the unit tangent vetor and the urvature of . The Frenetformulas imply, f. (46):jj0 on 00jj2 = jj0jj6jjT on T0jj2: (50)Firstly, let  have an inetion. Then T0 is a light{like vetor. As hT;Ti = 1,by di�erentiating we obtain hT;T0i = 0. One an easily hek that hT;T0i =0 implies jjT on T0jj2 = 0 (the geometri argument is that the vetors T, T0de�ne a light{like plane). Finally, (50) yields that jj0 on 00jj2 = 0.Seondly, let jj0 on 00jj2 = 0. From (50) we get that jjT on T0jj2 = 0 hasto hold. Again, sine hT;T0i = 0, we an onlude that the vetor T0 islight{like. �2.7 An interpretation of the Minkowski urvatureWe disuss the relationship between the Minkowski urvature of a spae{likeurve in R2;1 and the urvatures of the boundaries of the assoiated planardomain. The results lead to an interpretation of Minkowski inetions andof ineted segments.
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Figure 17: A planar domain, its medial axis (dotted), an insribed ir-le, and the urvatures of the boundaries (visualized by the osulatingirles 1 and 2).Proposition 3 Let p = (x(t); y(t); r(t))> be a spae{like urve in R2;1 . ThenhT0;T0i = 1(�1 � r)(�2 + r) sin2 �2 = k1k2(1� rk1)(1 + rk2) sin2 �2 ; (51)where T0 denotes the derivative of the unit tangent vetor of p with respetto the Minkowski ar length, k1 = 1�1 ; k2 = 1�2 are the oriented urvaturesaording to the parameterization (35) of the boundaries of the assoiatedplanar domain 
 (see (34)), and the angle � equals � = \(b(+); (x; y);b(�)),f. Figure 17.Proof: We hoose the oordinates suh that the origin is loated at x(0); y(0),while the derivative x0(0); y0(0) is aligned with the x{axis, see Figure 17. Thenb(�) = r(;�s), where  = os �2 , s = sin �2 . We replae the two boundaryurves by their osulating irles 1; 2 at b(�) with the radii �i. The two
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MAMATFigure 18: Illustration of the proof of Proposition 3 via intersetionof two irular ones. The oni and its projetion into the xy planeare shown.irles de�ne two light ones in R2;1 with apexes ata1 = ((r � �1);�(r � �1)s; �1)> and a2 = ((r + �2); (r + �2)s;��2)>:Eah of them has a seond order ontat with the developable surfae ofonstant slope �=4 through the orresponding boundary along the generatingline through b(�). The developable surfaes of onstant slope are the graphsurfaes of the oriented distane funtions assoiated with the boundaries.One branh of the intersetion urve of the light ones is a oni setion (seeFig. 18), whih has a ontat of seond order with the MAT (x(t); y(t); r(t))>



2 PRELIMINARIES 36at the point (0; 0; r(0))>. It has the quadrati Taylor approximantm2(�) = 0BBBBB�00r
1CCCCCA+ �s 0BBBBB� 10�

1CCCCCA+ �22 T0(0) (52)with respet to the Minkowski ar length �, whereT0(0) = 12(�1 � r)(�2 + r)s2 0BBBBB�(2r � �1 + �2)(�1 + �2)s�2r + �1 � �2
1CCCCCA : (53)Indeed, the quadrati Taylor approximantm2(�) satis�es approximately theequations of the light ones, kai �m2(�)k2 = O(�3), and it also approxi-mately satis�es the equations of the Minkowski ar length parameterization,km02(�)k2 = 1 +O(�2). Eq. (51) follows diretly from (53). �Corollary 1 If hT0;T0i 6= 0, then � = pjhT0;T0ij. Consequently, Min-kowski inetions orrespond to inetions of at least one of the boundaries,and ineted segments orrespond to planar domains where at least one ofthe boundaries is loally a straight line. Otherwise � = 0 or � = 1, seeSetion 2.6.2.8 Curves of zero urvature or torsionLet us take a loser look at urves in Minkowski spae with urvature or tor-sion identially equal to zero. As a diret onsequene of the Frenet formulasone an easily verify that a urve (t) in Eulidean or Minkowski spae has



2 PRELIMINARIES 37the urvature identially equal to zero if and only if it is a part of a straightline.De�nition 1 A urve in R3 or R2;1 is alled a spatial urve if and only if itdoes not lie in a plane.In the Eulidean spae R3 , a urve is a planar urve if and only if its torsionis identially equal to zero. Analogously, we may ask whih urves in R2;1have torsion identially equal to zero.The answer to this question is not the same as in Eulidean ase. In fat,� � 0 is a neessary { but not suÆient { ondition for a urve to be planarin Minkowski spae.Proposition 4 (Walrave, 1995) A urve (t) 2 R2;1 has vanishing torsionif and only if (t) is a planar urve or a urve similar to the so{alled W{null{ubi w(s) = 16p2(6s� s3; 3p2s2; 6s+ s3)>: (54)Proof: (Sketh, see Walrave (1995) for details) Consider a urve (s) 2 R2;1suh that � � 0, � 6= 0. When (s) is spae{like or time{like, one an easilyverify that the third derivative 000(s) of (s) is a linear ombination of 0(s)and 00(s), whih implies that (s) is a planar urve. When (s) is light{like,� � 0 yields (s) = 16p2(6s� s3; 3p2s2; 6s+ s3)>.Therefore, the only spatial urve in R2;1 (up to Minkowski similarities) withtorsion identially equal to zero is the light{like urve (54), whih we willrefer to as the W{null{ubi. Note that w(s) is parameterized by its pseudoar length. �



2 PRELIMINARIES 38Remark 5 The W{null{ubi is also an MPH urve, sine any polynomiallight{like urve is an MPH urve.2.9 Helies in Minkowski spaeWe start with a brief summary of some basi results from Eulidean spae.A helix in R3 is a spatial urve for whih the tangent inludes a onstantangle with a �xed line. Any suh a line is alled the axis of the helix. Thewell known Lanret's theorem states that a neessary and suÆient onditionfor a spatial urve to be a helix in R3 is that the ratio of its urvature totorsion is onstant. The proof of this theorem uses Frenet formulas and anbe found in many textbooks on di�erential geometry, e.g. Kreyszig (1991).In the Eulidean version of the Lanret's theorem the restrition to spatialurves rules out urves with vanishing torsion. However, as shown in Se-tion 2.8, this is generally not the ase in Minkowski spae.De�nition 2 A urve (t) 2 R2;1 is alled a helix if and only if there existsa onstant vetor v 6= (0; 0; 0)> suh that hT(t);vi is onstant, where T(t)is the unit tangent vetor of (t). Any line, whih is parallel to the vetor v,is alled the axis of the helix (t).Proposition 5 (Lanret's theorem in R2;1) A spatial urve (t) 2 R2;1 isa helix if and only if � = ��, where � is a real onstant and �, � are theMinkowski urvature and torsion of (t).Proof: Reall that � = 0 (i.e. � � 0) orresponds to the W{null{ubias shown in Proposition 4. From the Frenet formulas for light{like urves



2 PRELIMINARIES 39follows that the binormal vetor B of the W{null{ubi is a onstant vetorand hT;Bi = 1. This implies that the W{null{ubi is a helix in R2;1 .Now, let us suppose that � 6= 0. As the proof is analogous for all �ve di�erentases of urves and orresponding Frenet formulas, we provide the proof ofLanret's theorem for two of the ases only.Let 0(t) be spae{like and 00(t) not light{like and let (t) be a helix in R2;1 .Then there exists a onstant vetor v 6= (0; 0; 0)> suh that hT;vi = �,� 2 R. By di�erentiating this equation with respet to t and using Frenetformulas we obtain hN;vi = 0 and thus v = aT+bB, where a; b 2 R. Again,by di�erentiating we get N(a�+b�) = 0, whih gives � = �ab� (b = 0 impliesthat (t) is a straight line).Conversely, let � = ��. Then we hoose the vetor v = T � 1�B. Bydi�erentiating this equation with respet to t one obtains that v0 = (0; 0; 0)>,i.e. v is a onstant vetor. Moreover, hT;vi = hT;T� 1�Bi = 1, whih provesthat (t) is a helix in R2;1 . �Remark 6 For the remainder of the thesis we restrit ourselves to spae{like and light{like helies only. In order to avoid onfusion, we will all theseurves SL{helies.Proposition 6 Any polynomial SL{helix in Minkowski spae is an MPHurve.Proof: Let (t) be a polynomial light{like helix. Clearly, any polynomiallight{like urve is an MPH urve.Now, let (t) be a polynomial spae{like helix. Then there exists a onstantvetor v suh that hT;vi = �; (55)



2 PRELIMINARIES 40where � is a real onstant. One an easily verify that � = 0 leads to aontradition with (t) being a helix, sine the torsion of (t) would beidentially equal to zero (f. Proposition 4). Therefore � 6= 0.The unit tangent vetor of (t) an be obtained from T = 0(t)ph0(t);0(t)i . Bysubstituting T in (55) we obtainh0(t);vi� =ph0(t); 0(t)i: (56)As the urve (t) is a polynomial urve, the left{hand side of (56) is a poly-nomial. Consequently, the right{hand side of (56) is a polynomial as welland hene (t) is an MPH urve. �



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 413 Minkowski Pythagorean hodograph ubisThe aim of this setion is to take a loser look at Minkowski Pythagoreanhodograph ubi urves, their properties and lassi�ation both in planarand spatial ase.3.1 MPH ubis and ubi heliesIn this setion we present a orrespondene between polynomial helies inMinkowski spae and MPH urves.3.1.1 Spae{like MPH ubisProposition 7 The ratio of urvature to torsion of a spatial spae{like MPHubi is onstant. Consequently, spatial spae{like MPH ubis are helies inR2;1 .Proof: We will prove the proposition by a diret omputation. Let (t) =(x(t); y(t); r(t))> 2 R2;1 be a spatial spae{like MPH ubi. Then there existfour linear polynomials (f. Moon (1999))u(t) = u0(1� t) + u1t; v(t) = v0(1� t) + v1t;p(t) = p0(1� t) + p1t; q(t) = q0(1� t) + q1t; (57)



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 42suh that x0(t) = u(t)2 � v(t)2 � p(t)2 + q(t)2;y0(t) = �2(u(t)v(t) + p(t)q(t));r0(t) = 2(u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t));�(t) = u(t)2 + v(t)2 � p(t)2 � q(t)2: (58)
Sine (t) is a spae{like urve, we may (without loss of generality) assumethat 0(0) = (1; 0; 0)>, whih implies u0 = 0, p0 = 0 and q20 � v20 = 1.Expressing the urve (t) in B�ezier form and omputing the following salartriple produt yield that (s) is a planar urve if[0(0); 0(1); (1)� (0)℄ = (u1 � p1)(u1 + p1)(v1q0 � q1v0) = 0: (59)Aording to Proposition 2, (t) has an inetion point if(u1 � p1)(u1 + p1)�(t) = 0: (60)One an observe from (59) and (60) that (t) has an inetion if it hasa light{like tangent (or it is a planar urve). Thus spatial spae{like MPHubis have no inetions.Applying the formulas (40) and (41) to the urve (t) gives that the urvatureand torsion of (t) are given by�(t) = 2pj(u1 � p1)(u1 + p1)j�2(t) ; �(t) = 2(v1q0 � q1v0)�2(t) : (61)Consequently, the ratio of �(t) to �(t) does not depend on t. �3.1.2 Light{like MPH ubisProposition 8 Any spatial light{like ubi is similar to the W{null{ubi.



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 43Proof: Let us onsider a spatial light{like polynomial urve (t) of degree 3.Let t = t(s) be a reparameterization of (t) suh that (t(s)) is parameterizedby the pseudo ar length and let T(s), N(s) and B(s) be the tangent, normaland binormal vetor and �(s) the torsion of (t). We denote by 0 and _ the�rst derivative of  with respet to t and s, respetively. For the sake ofbrevity we omit the dependene on s. Then we haveT = 0(t) dtds: (62)Three onseutive di�erentiations of (62) with respet to s and simpli�ationsusing Frenet formulas yieldN = 00(t)�dtds�2 + 0(t) d2tds2 ;�T�B = 000(t)�dtds�3 + 300(t) dtds d2tds2 + 0(t) d3tds3 ;_�0(t) dtds = _�T = 0000(t)�dtds�4 + a3(s)000(t) + a2(s)00(t) + 0(t) d4tds4 ;(63)where a3(s) = � dtds�2 d2tds2 = (_t)2�t and a2(s) is a funtion of s.Let us onsider the salar triple produt [T;N; �T�B℄. Using (62) and (63)one obtains[T;N; �T�B℄ = [T;N;�B℄ = [0(t); 00(t); 000(t)℄�dtds�6 : (64)Sine the vetors T(s), N(s) and B(s) are linearly independent, the vetors0(t), 00(t) and 000(t) are linearly independent as well. Consequently, byomparing oeÆients and due to the fat that 0000(t) = (0; 0; 0)>, the thirdequation of (63) impliesa3(s) = 0; a2(s) = 0; _� dtds = d4tds4 : (65)From a3(s) = 0 one may onlude that t = �s + � and therefore the lastequation of (65) implies that � is onstant.



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 44Finally, we express the binormal vetor B using the seond equation of (63):B = �T� �3000(t);_B = _�T+ � _T� �40000(t) = �N: (66)On the other hand, from the Frenet formulas we have that _B = ��N. There-fore, the torsion � is identially equal to zero. Proposition 4 onludes theproof. �3.1.3 SummaryIn this setion we will summarize the previously obtained results (see thesheme in Fig. 19).Theorem 1 A spatial urve in Minkowski spae is an MPH ubi if andonly if it is a spae-like or light{like ubi helix.Proof: From Propositions 7 and 8 follows that any spatial MPH ubi sat-is�es the assumptions of the Lanret's theorem 5 and therefore any suhurve is a helix in Minkowski spae. On the other hand, we have proved (f.Proposition 6) that any polynomial SL{helix is an MPH urve. �3.2 Classi�ation of planar MPH ubisIn order to prepare the disussion of spatial helies, we present a lassi�ationof planar MPH ubis.
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MPH ubi() ubi SL{helix(Theorem 1)
Polynomial SL{helix) MPH urve(Proposition 6) MPH ubi =) SL{helix

Helix() � = ��(Proposition 5) MPH ubi =) � = ��
Spae{like MPH ubi) � = ��(Proposition 7) Light{like MPH ubi) � = 0(Setion 3.1.2) Time{like MPH ubi�(Setion 2.5)

Figure 19: Summary of obtained results onerning spatial MPH ubis.



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 463.2.1 MPH ubis in spae{like and light{like planesA thorough disussion of planar MPH ubis in spae{like planes was givenin Farouki & Sakkalis (1990), as these urves are in fat planar PH ubis. Itturns out that any planar PH ubi (whih is not a straight line) is similar tothe so{alled Tshirnhausen ubi (see Fig. 20) given by T(t) = (3t2; t�3t3)>.Let us onsider a polynomial planar urve (t) = (x(t); y(t))>. The MPHondition in a light{like plane degenerates to x02(t) = �2(t) and hene anypolynomial urve in a light{like plane is an MPH urve. Therefore the onlyase remaining to onsider is the ase of a time{like plane.3.2.2 MPH ubis in time{like planesAn MPH urve (t) = (x(t); y(t))> lying in a time{like plane is nothing elsebut a urve in Minkowski plane R1;1 whose hodograph satis�es x02(t)�y02(t) =�2(t), where �(t) is a polynomial in t.Proposition 9 Any MPH ubi in Minkowski plane R1;1 with exatly onepoint with a light{like tangent is similar (in Minkowski sense) to the urveq1(t) = (t3 + 3t; t3 � 3t)> (see Fig. 21).Any MPH ubi in Minkowski plane R1;1 with exatly two di�erent pointswith light{like tangents is similar (in Minkowski sense) to the urve q2(t) =(t3 + 3t; 3t2)> (see Fig. 22).There are no MPH ubis in R1;1 exept for the urves q1(t), q2(t) andstraight lines.Proof: Let us suppose that (t) = (x(t); y(t))> is an MPH ubi in R1;1 .Then there exist two linear polynomials u(t) = u0(1� t)+u1t, v(t) = v0(1�
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Figure 20: The Tshirnhausen ubi.
Figure 21: MPH ubi in R1;1 with exatly one point with a light{liketangent (marked by the grey irle).
Figure 22: MPH ubi in R1;1 with exatly two di�erent points withlight{like tangents (marked by the grey irles).



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 48t) + v1t (f. Kubota (1972)) suh thatx0(t) = u2(t) + v2(t);y0(t) = 2u(t)v(t);�(t) = u2(t)� v2(t); (67)where � is the parametri speed� = (at� u0 � v0)(bt� u0 + v0); wherea = u0 � u1 + v0 � v1; b = u0 � u1 � v0 + v1: (68)Depending on the number of light{like tangents of (t) we will distinguishthe following four ases.Case 1: The urve (t) has in�nitely many light{like tangents. This aseours when �(t) � 0, whih implies that (t) is a part of a light{like straightline.Case 2: The urve (t) has no light{like tangents. This means that �(t) hasno roots, i.e. a = 0 and b = 0 (see 68). One an easily verify that (t) isa part of a straight line.Case 3: The urve (t) has exatly one light{like tangent. The limit ase,when the two roots of � degenerate into one, gives again straight lines only.Let us (without loss of generality) suppose that a 6= 0 and b = 0 . Then (t)has the light{like tangent orresponding to t0 = u0+v0a . We may assume thatt0 = 0 (otherwise we would reparameterize (t)) and therefore u0 + v0 = 0.A simple alulation reveals that(t) = (�t3 + �t; �t3 � �t)>; � = 23(u0 + v1)2; � = 2u20: (69)By a reparameterization t = tq �3� of (t) given in (69) (the equality � = 0yields a straight line) and a saling by fatorq27��3 we obtain the urve q1(t).



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 49Case 4: The urve (t) has exatly two di�erent light{like tangents orre-sponding to t1 = u0+v0a and t2 = v0�u0b , a 6= 0, b 6= 0 and t1 6= t2. Let usonsider the following transformation of the urve (t) = (x(t); y(t))> on-sisting of a reparameterization t = t + Æ, a saling by fator �, a hyperbolirotation with a hyperboli angle ' and a translation given by the vetor(%1; %2)>: p(t) = �0B� osh' sinh'sinh' osh' 1CA (t+ Æ) +0B� %1%2 1CA : (70)A straightforward but long omputation gives that for the values' = 12 ln b2a2 ; Æ = u20 � u0u1 + v0v1 � v20ab ; � = 3a2r b2a2 (71)and %1, %2 suh that p(0) = (0; 0)>, the urve beomesp(t) = (a2b2t3 + 32t; 3abt2)>;  = u1v0 � v1u0: (72)A reparameterization t = tq 2a2b2 of p(t) given in (72) and a saling by fator12qa2b22 gives the urve q2(t). The equality  = 0 obviously leads to a straightline. �3.3 Classi�ation of spatial spae{like MPH ubisThe following lassi�ation of spatial spae{like MPH ubis is based on thenotion of tangent indiatrix, the urve on the unit hyperboloid desribingthe variation of the unit tangent vetor, f. Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Hodograph p0(t) of a spae{like urve p(t) along withits projetion p01(t) to the xy plane and the orresponding tangentindiatrix q(t) = p0(t)jjp0(t)jj lying on the unit hyperboloid H.3.3.1 Orthogonal projetions into planes perpendiular to the axisLet (t) be a spae{like MPH ubi with urvature � 6= 0 and torsion � 6= 0and let T and B be the unit tangent and binormal vetor of (t). From theproof of Lanret's theorem (f. Proposition 5) follows that the diretion of theaxis of (t) (onsidered as a helix in R2;1) is given by the vetor v = T� ��B.One an easily verify that hT;vi = 1 and jjvjj2 = 1 + �2�2 jjBjj2. Therefore,when B is spae{like, the vetor v is spae{like as well. In the ase when Bis time{like, the ausal harater of v may be arbitrary, e.g. the axis of (t)



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 51is light{like if and only if jjBjj2 = �1 and � = ��.In Eulidean spae one an use the following approah for onstruting spa-tial PH ubis (ubi helies). It is obvious that an orthogonal projetion ofa PH ubi to a plane perpendiular to its axis is a planar PH ubi (sinethe length of the tangent vetor of the projetion is a onstant multiple ofthe length of the tangent vetor of the original urve), i.e. the Tshirn-hausen ubi. Therefore all PH ubis an be obtained as helies \above"the Tshirnhausen ubi by hoosing its slope (or equivalently the onstantratio of its urvature to torsion), see Fig. 24. Consequently, there exists onlyone spatial PH ubi up to orthogonal transforms and 1D salings in R3 ,see Farouki and Sakkalis (1994). Unfortunately, in Minkowski spae, thisapproah does not inlude the ase of light{like axes.Remark 7 Let (t) = (x(t); y(t); r(t))> be a spatial spae{like MPH ubiwhose axis is spae{like. We an suppose without loss of generality that itsaxis is the y axis. Then its hodograph satis�es x02(t) + y02(t)� r02(t) = �2(t)for some polynomial �(t) and the orthogonal projetion of (t) to the xrplane is the urve 0(t) = (x(t); 0; r(t))>. Asj�(t)j =px02(t) + y02(t)� r02(t) = �pjx02(t)� r02(t)j (73)for some onstant � 6= 0, there exists a polynomial �0(t) suh that x02(t) �r02(t) = ��20(t). Therefore, the orthogonal projetion of a spatial spae{like MPH ubi in the diretion of its axis is either a planar MPH ubi ora planar time{like MPH ubi satisfying x02(t)� r02(t) = ��20(t). The notionof time{like MPH urve an be generalized to spae, however, there is noappliation for it so far. In the planar ase, one an think of time{like MPHurves as of spae{like MPH urves, but with swapped spae and time axis.Consequently, for the remainder of the thesis we inlude planar time{likeMPH urves into planar MPH urves, as no onfusion is likely to arise.In the ase of a time{like axis (the r axis) of a spatial spae{like MPH ubi
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Figure 24: Two PH ubis 1(t) and 2(t) \above" the Tshirnhausenubi T(t).



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 53the orthogonal projetion in the diretion of its axis is a planar PH ubi,i.e. the Tshirnhausen ubi.3.3.2 Charaterization of MPH urves by their tangent indiatrixAs observed by Farouki and Han (2005), the tangent indiatrix uniquelydetermines PH urves. Namely, if two PH urves in R3 have hodographswith relatively prime omponents and posses the same tangent indiatrix,they di�er by a Eulidean similarity. It follows that any rational urve onthe unit sphere(t) = (a(t); b(t); (t))>; gdfa(t); b(t); (t)g = onst. (74)uniquely determines (up to similarities) a PH urve. Now, we reformulatethese results for the Minkowski ase.Proposition 10 Let p(t), ~p(t) be spae{like MPH urves of degree d withpossibly up to d�1 points with light{like tangents whose hodographs have rel-atively prime omponents. If p(t) and ~p(t) share the same tangent indiatrix,then they are similar (in Minkowski sense).Proof: Let p(t) = (x(t); y(t); r(t))>, ~p(t) = (~x(t); ~y(t); ~r(t))> be spae{likeMPH urves and let x02(t)+y02(t)�r02(t) = �(t)2, ~x02(t)+~y02(t)�~r02(t) = ~�(t)2for some polynomials �(t) 6� 0, ~�(t) 6� 0. As deg(p(t)) = deg(~p(t)) = d,deg(�(t)) = deg(~�(t)) = d�1 and light{like tangents of p(t), ~p(t) orrespondto roots of �(t), ~�(t), respetively.We an assume that�(t) = (t� �1)k1(t� �2)k2 � � � (t� �m)km"(t);~�(t) = (t� ~�1)l1(t� ~�2)l2 � � � (t� ~�n)ln ~"(t); (75)



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 54where "(t) 6= 0, ~"(t) 6= 0 are polynomials suh that deg("(t))+ mP=1 k = d� 1,deg(~"(t))+ nP=1 l = d�1, and �i, �j are all real roots of �(t), ~�(t), respetively.Sine the urves p(t), ~p(t) have the same tangent indiatrix p0(t)=�(t) =~p0(t)=~�(t), we obtainx0(t)(t� �1)k1 � � � (t� �m)km"(t) = ~x0(t)(t� ~�1)l1 � � � (t� ~�n)ln ~"(t);y0(t)(t� �1)k1 � � � (t� �m)km"(t) = ~y0(t)(t� ~�1)l1 � � � (t� ~�n)ln ~"(t);r0(t)(t� �1)k1 � � � (t� �m)km"(t) = ~r0(t)(t� ~�1)l1 � � � (t� ~�n)ln ~"(t): (76)As x0(t), y0(t), r0(t) and ~x0(t), ~y0(t), ~r0(t) are relatively prime polynomials and~"(t), "(t) have no real roots, it follows that (after a suitable rearrangement)n = m, k = l and � = ~� for  = 1 : : : n. Moreover, "(t) and ~"(t) have todivide eah other and therefore "(t) = ~"(t) for some salar fator  6= 0. �Corollary 2 Let q(t) = (a(t); b(t); (t))>=�(t) be a rational urve on theunit hyperboloid and gdfa(t); b(t); (t)g = onst. Then there exists a unique(up to Minkowski similarities) MPH urve, whose tangent indiatrix is q(t).Proof: As p(t) lies on the unit hyperboloid, we have a2(t) + b2(t)� 2(t) =�2(t). The urve p(t) =  Z q(t)�(t) dt+ p0; (77)where  6= 0 is a salar fator and p0 represents a translation, has the desiredtangent indiatrix. The proof then follows from Proposition 10. �3.3.3 Classi�ation and normal formsIn partiular, the results onerning the tangent indiatries apply to spae{like MPH ubis (with up to two points with light{like tangents). However,



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 55� Condition Hyperboli Canonial Coni setionangle position (Eulid. lassif.)sl. k < �l 12 ln(�k+lk�l) �s: r = r0 `irle'tl. k > �l; k2 � l2 6= k2 12 ln(k+lk�l) �t: y = y0 6= �1 `hyperbola'k > �l; k2 � l2 = k2 12 ln(k+lk�l) ~�t: y = �1 2 int. linesll. k = �l; m 6= 0 ln mk �l: y � r + 1 = 0 `parabola'k = �l; m = 0 0 ~�l: y � r = 0 2 par. linesTable 2: Canonial positions of a plane �, see Figure 25. The abbre-viations sl., tl., and ll. stand for spae{, time{ and light{like, respe-tively.
in this speial ase of MPH urves of degree 3, more an be ahieved. As(spae{like) MPH ubis are urves of a onstant slope (see Proposition 5),their tangent indiatrix is a planar (oni) setion of the unit hyperboloid.Lemma 1 Any plane � an be mapped using Lorentz transforms to one ofthe anonial positions shown in Table 2.Proof: Let us onsider a plane � given by ky + lr +m = 0, k � 0, l � 0,(k; l) 6= (0; 0), m > 0 (otherwise we rotate it about the time{axis and/ormirror it with respet to the xy plane). Depending on its ausal harater wetransform � using hyperboli rotations introdued in Table 2, f. Figure 25.�
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a) b)

)Figure 25: The unit hyperboloid H, anonial positions of a plane �and orresponding oni setions (Eulidean lassi�ation): a) spae{like plane �s and a `irle' Ks b) time{like plane �t and a `hyperbola'Kt ) light{like plane �l and a `parabola' Kl.



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 57Theorem 2 Any spatial spae{like MPH ubi is similar (in Minkowskisense) to one of the urves listed in Table 3.Proof: We distinguish two ases depending on whether the axis of the MPHubi is light{like or not.Case 1: Let p(t) be a spatial spae{like MPH ubi whose axis is not light{like. Its orthogonal projetion in the diretion of its axis is a planar MPHubi (f. Remark 7). Now, we make use of the lassi�ation of planar MPHubis desribed in Setion 3.2. As the onstrution of p(t) is analogous inthe ase of spae{like and time{like axis, we present the omputation forMPH ubis \above" the Tshirnhausen ubi T(t) = (3t2; t� 3t3)> only.Let p(t) = (3t2; t � 3t3; r(t))>, where r(t) = at3 + bt2 + t. Then we havep0(t) = (6t; 1� 9t2; 3at2 + 2bt+ )> andjjp0(t)jj2 = (�t2 + �t+ )2 (78)must hold for some onstants �, � and . Comparing the oeÆients in (78)gives the following system of equations:�2 + 9a2 � 81 = 0;�� + 6ab = 0;�2 + 2� + 4b2 + 6a� 18 = 0;� + 2b = 0;2 + 2 � 1 = 0: (79)
All solutions of the form (a; b; ) of (79) are found to be (�3�; 3p1� �2; �)and (3�; 0; �), j�j < 1. However, as the �rst family of solutions gives onlyplanar ubis, the only spatial spae{like MPH ubis with time{like axis are



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 58Axis Canonial position 1D saling fator �, �Spae{like (t3 + 3t; �(t3 � 3t); 3t2)> � 6= 0 � = ���(3t2; �(t3 � 3t); t3 + 3t)> j�j > 1 � = ���Time{like (3t2; t� 3t3; �(3t3 + t))> j�j < 1, � 6= 0 � = ��Light{like 16(3t2; t3 � 6t; t3)> � = �� = 1(3t2; t3 � 6t; 6t)> � = ��Table 3: Canonial positions of spatial spae{like MPH ubis.
given by p(t) = (3t2; t� 3t3; �(3t3 + t))>; j�j < 1; � 6= 0: (80)Note that there exists only one spatial spae{like MPH ubi with time{like axis up to Minkowski similarities and 1D salings given by the fator �.For � = 0 one obviously obtains a planar MPH ubi and the limit ases� = �1 give the W{null{ubi. All spatial spae{like MPH ubis withspae{like axes an be found analogously with the help of the planar MPHubis presented in Proposition 9.Case 2: On the other hand, let q(t) be a spatial spae{like MPH ubi whoseaxis is light{like. As the above onstrution (based on Remark 7) annot beused in this ase, we turn our attention to the tangent indiatrix r(t) of q(t).Sine r(t) lies in a light{like plane, aording to Lemma 1 we onsider theplane �l: y� r+1 = 0, f. Table 2, Fig. 25. The `parabola' Kl = �l \H hasthe equation r(t) = (t; t22 � 1; t2)> and the orresponding MPH ubi (saledby 6) is given by q(t) = (3t2; t3 � 6t; t3)>. All other rational biquadratiparameterizations of the `parabola' Kl are given by the reparameterizations



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 59t = (a� + b)=(� + d), ad� b 6= 0 (refer to Farin (1987)) of r(t):~r(�) = �a� + b� + d; (a� + b)2 � 2(� + d)22(� + d)2 ; (a� + b)22(� + d)2�> : (81)The MPH ubi (again saled by 6) orresponding to r(�) is then given by~q(�) = 0BBBBB� �(2a� 2 + 3�da+ 3�b + 6db)�(a2� 2 + 3a�b + 3b2 � 22� 2 � 6�d� 6d2)1a(a� + b)3
1CCCCCA> : (82)A straightforward omputation shows that for  6= 0 we have44(b� ad)3L~q�ad� b22 t� d� + (�1; �2; �3)> = (3t2; t3 � 6t; 6t)>; (83)where L is the Lorentz transformL = 122 0BBBBB� 22 2a �2a�2a 22 � a2 a22a a2 �22 � a2

1CCCCCA (84)and (�1; �2; �3)> is a translation vetor omputed from q(0) = (0; 0; 0)>.When  = 0 one obtains thatad3q�dat� ba�+ (~�1; ~�2; ~�3)> = (3t2; t3 � 6t; t3)>: (85)The results are summarized in Table 3. The ratios of urvature to torsion ofthe spatial spae{like MPH ubis are also shown. �3.4 Spatial light{like MPH ubis: The W{null{ubiWe have already shown that the only spatial light{like MPH ubi is theW{null{ubi w(t) = (3t2; t � 3t3; t + 3t3)>, ompare with (1) and (54).



3 MINKOWSKI PYTHAGOREAN HODOGRAPH CUBICS 60Aording to Wunderlih (1973), it is the normal form of the only ubi helix(for onstant slope � = �=4) in Eulidean spae. Moreover, as shown byWagner and Ravani (1997), it is also the only so{alled ubi RF urve, i.e.a polynomial ubi with rational Frenet{Serret motion (of degree 5).The orthogonal projetions of theW{null{ubi into the xy, yr and xr planesare again PH or (time{like) MPH urves (see Fig. 26). The projetions aresimilar to the Tshirnhausen ubi T(t) 2 R2 (see Setion 3.2, Fig. 20), tothe urve with one light{like tangent q1(t) 2 R1;1 (f. Proposition 9, Fig. 21)and to the urve with two light{like tangents q2(t) 2 R1;1 (f. Proposition 9,Fig. 22), respetively.
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4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 624 Interpolation of G1 Hermite boundary dataConsider an MPH ubi in B�ezier formg(t) = p0 (1� t)3 + p1 3t(1� t)2 + p2 3t2(1� t) + p3 t3; t 2 [0; 1℄; (86)whih is to interpolate the two given points q0 = p0 and q1 = p3, andthe assoiated spae-like unit tangent diretions t0 and t1, see Fig. 27. Morepreisely, we have to �nd onstants a and b suh that the inner ontrol pointssatisfy p1 = p0 + at0; and p2 = p3 � bt1; (87)and the ubi is MPH. Sine the degree of the hodograph g0(t) is two, thisimplies that there exists a quadrati polynomial�(t) = �0 (1� t)2 + �1 2t(1� t) + �2 t2 (88)suh that jjg0(t)jj2 = 9�(t)2. Letl0 = at0; l1 = (p3 � p0)� at0 � bt1; l2 = bt1; (89)be the legs of the ontrol polygon of the ubi. The MPH ondition leads tothe �ve equations (f. Choi et al., 1999)�20 = hl0; l0i; �22 = hl2; l2i; (90)�0�1 = hl0; l1i; �1�2 = hl1; l2i and (91)�0�2 + 2�21 = hl0; l2i+ 2hl1; l1i: (92)The �rst two equations (90) are equivalent to �0 = �a and �2 = �b. As �(t)and ��(t) yield the same hodograph g0(t), it suÆes to onsider only two ofthe four possible sign ombinations,�0 = a; �2 = �b; (93)sine the other two give the same results.
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Figure 27: MPH ubi interpolant in B�ezier form.The �rst equation in (91) leads to�1 = ht0; l1i: (94)After eliminating �1 from the two equations (91), and using (89) and (93),we arrive at one of the two equationshl1; t0 � t1i = 0; (95)depending on the hoie of the sign in �2 = �b.These equations form neessary onditions for the existene of a solution.From a geometri point of view, the leg l1 of the ontrol polygon must beparallel to a plane with the normal vetor t0 � t1 (with respet to Min-kowski inner produt). It is well known that all lines whih are parallel toa given plane and interset two skew lines form a hyperboli paraboloid.Consequently, in the ase of non{planar input data we get suh a hyperboliparaboloid from eah of the two ases in (95). The ontrol polygons of theMPH ubis lie ompletely on these surfaes, see Fig. 28.By substituting (93) and (94) into (92) we get one of the two equations�ab + 2ht0; l1i2 = abht0; t1i+ 2hl1; l1i; (96)depending on the hoie of sign in (93).
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Figure 28: Neessary ondition: The ontrol polygon of the interpo-lating MPH ubi lies on a ertain hyperboli paraboloid.
Finally we solve (95) for a and substitute the result into the orrespondingequation (96). For eah of the two ases, this leads to a quadrati equationE1=2(b) = 0. Consequently, we may obtain up to four real solutions to theinterpolation problem. The two equations E1=2(b) = 0 are rather long, andwe do not inlude them in a general expanded form. See Setion 4.3 foranonial ases of these equations.Let Ei(b) = �ib2 + �ib+ i, �1�2 6= 0, �2i � 4�i i > 0, where i 2 f1; 2g. Thenwe denote the solutions asbi;1 = ��i +p�2i � 4�i i2�i ; bi;2 = ��i �p�2i � 4�i i2�i : (97)The ordering of the solutions bi;j is important in the following disussions.Note that multiplying equations (96) by negative onstants is not allowed,sine it hanges the labeling.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 65Given: End points q0, q1 with asso. spae{like tangent vetors t0, t1.1. Solve the equation Ei(b) for b (i = 1; 2) =) bi;1; bi;2.2. Compute ai;1, ai;2 from hl1; t0 � t1i = 0 orresponding to bi;1, bi;2.Output: Four MPH ubi interpolants given by (86) and (87).Table 4: G1 interpolation by MPH ubis.
The algorithm for omputing the interpolants is summarized in Table 4. Anexample will be presented later (see Setion 4.6).Remark 8 The two solutions obtained by hoosing the plus signs in (93)orresponding to the plus sign in (96) and the minus sign in (95), whih arefound by solving E1(b) = 0, will be alled the solutions of the �rst kind. Theother two solutions will be alled the solutions of the seond kind.4.1 Canonial positions of the boundary tangentsThe following setions study the number of solutions for given G1 input data.In order to analyze the solvability, we simplify the given input data withoutloss of generality as far as possible. First, we move the starting point g(0) ofthe urve g(t) to the origin, while the endpoint g(1) remains arbitrary, i.e.p0 = (0; 0; 0)>; p3 = (x; y; r)>: (98)Then we apply Lorentz transforms in order to obtain one among �ve anonialpositions, as desribed in the following proposition.
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ase 3 ase 30Figure 29: Five anonial positions of two unit spae{like vetors t0,t1 (depited as arrows). See Fig. 30 for 2D views.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 67anonial positionno. s d t0 t1 f 21 sl. sl. (os f; sin f; 0)> (os f;� sin f; 0)> (��2 ; �2 ℄2 sl. tl. (osh f; 0; sinh f)> (osh f; 0;� sinh f)> (�1;1)20 tl. sl. (osh f; 0; sinh f)> (� osh f; 0; sinh f)> (�1;1)3 sl. ll. (1; 0; 0)> (1; f; f)> (0;1)30 ll. sl. (1; 0; 0)> (�1; f; f)> (0;1)Table 5: Canonial positions of two spae{like unit vetors t0, t1. Theabbreviations sl., tl., and ll. stand for spae{, time{ and light{like,respetively.
Proposition 11 Any pair of spae{like unit vetors t0, t1 in three dimen-sional Minkowski spae an be mapped by a Lorentz transform to one of theanonial positions desribed in Table 5, depending on the ausal haratersof their sum and di�erene vetors s = t0 + t1 and d = t1 � t0.Proof: The plane spanned by t0 and t1 an be spae{like (ase 1), time{like (ases 2 and 20) or light{like (ases 3 and 30), depending on whether therestrition of the quadrati form v 7! hv;vi to the plane is positive de�nite,inde�nite or semi{de�nite, respetively. Using a suitable Lorentz transformwe map it into one of the planes r = 0, y = 0 or y � r = 0, respetively.Within these planes, the unit vetors (haraterized by x2 + y2 � r2 = 1)form a irle, a hyperbola or a pair of parallel lines (in the Eulidean sense),see Figure 30. Using another Lorentz transform one may map them to one



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 68of the anonial on�gurations listed in Table 5. �Remark 9 The remainder of this setion studies the number of solutions forgiven G1 input data. Later, in Setion 4.4, we will analyze the behavior ofpieewise G1 Hermite interpolation of data taken from a spae{like C1 urveby MPH ubi splines. In this ontext, ases 20 and 30 from Proposition 11annot our, provided that suÆiently lose endpoints are hosen (see Se-tion 4.4). Consequently, the solvability in these ases will not be analyzednow.Moreover, sine the interpolation proedure does not distinguish betweenthe di�erent possible orientations of the boundary tangents, ases 2 and 20are equivalent, and the ases 3 and 30 are equivalent. Therefore, only theases 1,2 and 3 have to be addressed, whih are distinguished by the ausalharater of d = t1 � t0.4.2 Computation of hyperboli rotationsIn this setion we analyze the anonial positions given in Proposition 11in more detail and ompute the hyperboli angles, whih an be used totransform the unit spae{like boundary vetors into suh positions. Thereader may skip this setion altogether without losing the ontinuity of thetext.Due to jjt0 � t1jj2 = jjt0jj2 � 2ht0; t1i+ jjt1jj2 = 2� 2ht0; t1i; (99)at least one of the two vetors s and d is spae{like, and the �ve ases of theProposition 11 therefore over all possible situations. Lett0 = (os(�0) osh(�0); sin(�0) osh(�0); sinh(�0))>: (100)
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Figure 31: Trajetories of hyperboli rotations.
The Lorentz transformL = R(��2 )H(��0)R(�2 � �0) (101)maps t0 to e1 = (1; 0; 0)>, and t1 totL1 = Lt1 = (os(�1) osh(�1); sin(�1) osh(�1); sinh(�1))>: (102)Sine Lt0 = (1; 0; 0)> is invariant under hyperboli rotations, we may mapthe vetor tL1 to H()tL1 , without hanging Lt0.Let us analyze these hyperboli rotations from a geometri point of view.Fig. 31 shows several hyperboli rotation trajetories of points (end points



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 71of spae{like unit vetors with starting point at the origin) lying on the unithyperboloid H : x2 + y2 � r2 = 1 along with the light ones Ce1 of the point(1; 0; 0)> and C�e1 of the point (�1; 0; 0)>. The trajetories of the endpoint ofthe vetor tL1 are hyperbolas or two straight lines whih are the intersetionurves of the unit hyperboloid and planes Px0 : x = x0 parallel to the yrplane. Depending on the ausal harater of s and d we arrive at one of thefollowing �ve ases (f. Proposition 11.Case 1: Both s and d are spae{like. Then x0 2 (�1; 1) and Px0 \ H isa hyperbola interseting the xy plane. Thus there exists a hyperboli angle 1and an angle f1, for whih we have H(1)tL1 = (os f1; sin f1; 0)>. Applyingthe rotation R(�f12 ) we an map H(1)tL1 and e1 into the �rst anonialposition.Case 2: s is spae{like and d is time{like. In this ase x0 2 (1;1)and Px0 \ H is a hyperbola interseting the xr plane. This proves theexistene of hyperboli angles 2 and f2, for whih we have H(2)tL1 =(osh f2; 0; sinh f2)>. In order to map the vetors to the proposed symmetriposition one an apply the transform R(��2 )H(�f22 )R(�2 ).Case 2': s is time{like. In this ase x0 2 (�1;�1) and Px0 \ H is a hy-perbola interseting the xr plane. Therefore there exist hyperboli angles02 and f 02, for whih we have H(02)tL1 = (� osh f 02; 0; sinh f 02)>. In order tomap the vetors to the proposed symmetri position we apply the transformR(�2 )H(�f 022 )R(��2 ).Case 3: s is spae{like and d is light{like. Then x0 = 1 and Px0 \ H aretwo straight lines, the intersetion lines of the hyperboloid H and the oneCe1 . Obviously there exists 3 suh that tL1 is mapped onto one of the fourvetors: H(3)tL1 = (1;�f3;�f3)>. Aording to the signs of the oordinatesof H(3)tL1 we apply one of the maps given by matries T1, T2 or T1T2 to getthe desired result.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 72Case 3': s is light{like. Then x0 = �1 and Px0 \ H are two straight lines,the intersetion lines of the hyperboloid H and the one C�e1 . Then thereexists 03 suh that tL1 is mapped onto one of the four vetors: H(03)tL1 =(�1;�f 03;�f 03)>. As in the previous ase, by applying a map given by ma-tries T1, T2 or T1T2 we arrive at the desired result. �For future use we disuss the omputation of the hyperboli rotations (intro-dued in Proposition 11) mapping any pair of spae{like unit vetors to oneof the anonial positions desribed in Table 5.Let us assume we have two spae{like unit vetorsr = (os(�) osh(�); sin(�) osh(�); sinh(�))>; e1 = (1; 0; 0)>: (103)The Minkowski square norm of their sum and di�erene s = r+e1, d = r�e1equals jjsjj2 = 2� 2 os� osh �; (104)jjdjj2 = 2 + 2 os� osh �: (105)An arbitrary hyperboli rotation an be represented by the matrixH = 0BBBBB� 1 0 00 osh  sinh 0 sinh  osh 
1CCCCCA : (106)Applying this matrix to the vetor r givesHr = 0BBBBB� os� osh �osh  sin� osh � + sinh  sinh�sinh  sin� osh � + osh  sinh�
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB� ~r1~r2~r3

1CCCCCA : (107)



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 73Now we will ompute the hyperboli angle  suh that H maps the vetorr into one of the following planes:Case 1: Hr lies in the plane r = 0. Then d and s are spae-like and  anbe omputed from the equation ~r3 = 0.Case 2: Hr lies in the plane y = 0. Then d or s is time-like and  an beomputed from the equation ~r2 = 0.Case 3: Hr lies in the plane x = �1. Then ~r1 = �1, whih is learlyequivalent to the ondition for s or d to be light{like. No omputation of is needed in this ase.In the �rst two ases we arrive at the following formula for �:� = 12 ln(�R1R2 ); (108)where R1 = sin� osh � � sinh�; R2 = sin� osh � + sinh�: (109)Using goniometri identities we an see that R1 = 0 or R2 = 0 if and onlyif jjsjj2 = 0 or jjdjj2 = 0. Therefore, due to the � sign in (108), there existsa solution � for any given spae{like unit vetor r. This is in ompleteagreement with the results derived in Proposition 11.Remark 10 The �rst tangent vetor ould always be mapped to e1 =(1; 0; 0)>. We use additional Lorentz transforms mapping the two vetorsinto a symmetri positions in order to simplify the equations in the followinghapters.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 744.3 Solvability analysisWe study the solvability for the ases 1, 2 and 3 of the given input data, andfor the (degenerate) ase of linearly dependent boundary tangents. Whileases 1 and 2 are regular (\generi"), ase 3 and the degenerate ase oflinearly dependent boundary our for singular data.4.3.1 Regular asesCase 1: Spae{like di�erene d. We onsider G1 Hermite data, as spe-i�ed in ase 1 of Proposition 11. Reall that p0 = (0; 0; 0)> and p3 =(x; y; r)>, see (98). The two equations (95) lead toa = y + bss resp. a = x� b ; (110)depending on the hoie of the sign, where s = sin f and  = os f . Afterusing them to eliminate a from (96), we get the two quadrati equationsE1 = (84�102+2)b2+(�8s2y+8s2x+2sy)b�2(sx�y)2+2r2 = 0;E2 = (84�62)b2+(�8s2y�83x+6x)b�2(sx�y)2+2r2 = 0:The roots of E1(b) (resp. E2(b)), along with the a values obtained from the�rst (resp. seond) equation (110), give the solutions of the �rst kind, resp. ofthe seond kind. Clearly, these roots may be onjugate omplex. Moreover,if f 2 f0;��6 ;��3 ; �2g, then one of the two quadrati equations degeneratesinto a linear one.In the general ase (f 62 f0;��6 ;��3 ; �2g), the number of real solutions of the�rst or seond kind depends on the signs of the disriminants D1, D2 withrespet to the parameter b,D1 = 4s2(4s2x2 + (1� 42)y2 + (162 � 4)r2);D2 = 42((1� 4s2)x2 + 42y2 + (16s2 � 4)r2): (111)



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 75Consider a quadrati one C : �x2+�y2+r2 = 0, where �� 6= 0. A givenpoint ~p = (~x; ~y; ~r)> is said to lieinsideonoutside
9>>>>>=>>>>>; the one C if �~x2 + �~y2 + ~r28>>>>><>>>>>: < 0= 0> 0 : (112)Fig. 32 visualizes the two families of quadrati ones D1 resp. D2. Notethat the x{ resp. y{axis is always outside. The ones D1 share the twoommon lines (0;�2t; t)>, t 2 R and two tangent planes y2 = 4r2 alongthem. Analogously, the ones D2 share the two ommon lines (�2t; 0; t)>,t 2 R and the assoiated tangent planes x2 = 4r2.Proposition 12 For any given value of f 2 (��2 ; �2 ) n f0;��6 ;��3g, thenumber of real solutions of the G1 interpolation problem by MPH ubiswith a spae{like di�erene vetor d depends on the mutual position of theend point p3 = (x; y; r)> 6= (0; 0; 0)> and the quadrati ones D1, D2. Ifp3 = (x; y; r) lies outside, on, or inside Di, then the number of solutions ofthe i{kind equals two, one, or zero, respetively. In any ase one obtains atleast two real solutions.Proof: The last part remains to be shown. By inspeting the two familiesof ones, one an verify that the interior parts of the ones do not interset.Indeed, if f � 0, then the y-axis is inside D1 and the r{axis is inside D2. Iff ! ��2 , then the r{axis is inside D1 and the x-axis is inside D2. �We onlude this setion with a short disussion of singular ases.� If f = �3 , then E1 is linear in b and yields one solution when x 6= 0. Ifx = 0 then we obtain in�nitely many or no solutions of the �rst kind,
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b)Figure 32: Spae{like di�erene vetor d: a) The family D1, andb) the family D2 of quadrati ones for various values of the parame-ter f .



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 77depending on whether 8r2 � 2y2 = 0 or not. The seond equation E2an be dealt with as in the regular ase.� If f = �6 , then E2 is linear in b. The disussion of the number ofsolutions is analogous to the previous ase.� Coiniding endpoints, p0 = p3 = (0; 0; 0)>. The �rst equation (110)gives a = b, and E1 = 0 implies f = ��3 . This is in perfet agreementwith the fat that any planar PH urve of degree three is similar tothe Tshirnhausen ubi (see Farouki & Sakkalis (1990)) as the anglebetween the tangents at the double point of the Tshirnhausen ubiequals �3 . The seond ase gives an equivalent result.� The ase of linearly dependent boundary tangents f 2 f0; �2g will beanalyzed in the last paragraph of Setion 4.3.2.Remark 11 Some solutions may have the wrong orientation (a < 0 or b > 0)or singular end points (a = 0 or b = 0). While this ould be haraterizedby ertain nonlinear inequalities for the omponents of p3, we will presentanother approah in Setion 4.4.Case 2: Time{like di�erene d. The analysis in the ase of a time-likedi�erene vetor d is similar, but reveals a di�erent behaviour. We onsiderG1 Hermite data, as spei�ed in ase 2 of Proposition 11. The two equations(95) lead to a = r + bSS resp. a = x� bCC ; (113)depending on the hoie of the sign, where S = sinh f and C = osh f . Afterusing them to eliminate a from (96), we get the two quadrati equationsE1 = (8C4�10C2+2)b2+(8C2r�8SCx�2r)Sb+2(Sx� Cr)2�2y2=0;E2 = (8C4�6C2)b2+(6Cx�8C3x+8C2Sr)b+2(Sx� Cr)2�2y2=0:



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 78Their roots, along with the a values obtained from the �rst (resp. seond)equation (113), give the solutions of the �rst kind, resp. of the seond kind.If f = 0, then the �rst equation degenerates into a linear equation. Other-wise, the number of real solutions of the �rst or seond kind depends on thesigns of the disriminants D1, D2 with respet to the parameter b,D1 = 4S2(4S2x2 + (16C2 � 4)y2 + (1� 4C2)r2);D2 = 4C2((4S2 + 1)x2 + (16S2 + 4)y2 � 4C2r2): (114)Similarly to the previous ase, we obtain two families of quadrati ones withapex at the origin, see Fig. 33. The r{axis is always inside both ones.Proposition 13 For any given value of f 2 R n f0g, the number of realsolutions of the G1 interpolation problem by MPH ubis with a time{likedi�erene vetor d depends on the mutual position of the end point p3 =(x; y; r)> 6= (0; 0; 0)> and the quadrati ones D1, D2. If p3 = (x; y; r) liesoutside, on, or inside Di, then the number of solutions of the i{kind equalstwo, one, or zero, respetively. As a suÆient ondition, if 4y2 � r2 > 0,then we get two solutions of the �rst kind, and if 14x2 + y2 � r2 > 0, then weobtain two solutions of the seond kind.Proof. The seond part of the proposition an again be shown by analyzingthe distribution of the ones. For f ! �1, both ones onverge to the samelimit one x2 + 4y2 � r2 = 0. For f ! 0, the one D1 onverges to the twoplanes 4y2� r2 = 0, and D2 onverges to the limit one 14x2+ y2� r2 = 0. �The only singular ase onerns oiniding endpoints, p3 = (0; 0; 0)>. Thisase does not have any solutions, exept for f = 0. When d is time{like, noplanar MPH urve with a double point exists.
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4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 80Remark 11 is again valid, but with possibly di�erent signs for a and b, sineases 2 and 20 of Proposition 11 have been identi�ed.4.3.2 Singular asesCase 3: Light{like di�erene d. We onsider G1 Hermite data, as spe-i�ed in ase 3 of Proposition 11. The �rst of the two equations (95) impliesf = 0 (whih will be analyzed in the next setion) or y = r. Consequently,for a general di�erene vetor p3 = (x; y; r)> with y 6= r we do not obtainany solutions of the �rst kind. If y = r, then any hoie of a; b gives an MPHubi.On the other hand, the seond equation (95) leads toa = x� b+ 12f(y � r): (115)After eliminating a from the seond equation (96), we getE2 = 3bf(y � r)� 2(bx + y2 � r2 � b2): (116)The disriminant of the quadrati equation E2 has the formD2 = 4x2 + (y � r)(16y + 16r + 9f 2y � 9f 2r � 12fx): (117)Similarly to the regular ases, this equation de�nes a family of ones, seeFig. 34. For any given f and p3, the number of solutions an be deidedwith the help of the orresponding one in this family.Degenerate ase: Linearly dependent tangent vetors. We may as-sume that t0 = t1 = (1; 0; 0)>. Solutions of the �rst kind exist if and only ify2 = r2, and any hoie of a; b then gives a solution. Solutions of the seondkind exist if the disriminant D2 = 4x2 + 16y2 � 16r2 of E2 is non{negative.
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Figure 34: Light{like di�erene d: family D2 = 0 of quadrati onesfor various values of the parameter f .
4.4 Asymptoti analysisAs shown in the previous setions, the solvability of the G1 Hermite inter-polation problem depends heavily on the given data. In the remainder ofthe thesis we take a di�erent approah, as follows. We onsider a urve seg-ment p = p(s) with s 2 [0; Smax℄ in Minkowski spae, whih is assumedto be spae{like. The oordinate funtion are assumed to be C1, and theparameter s is assumed to be the Minkowski ar length, i.e. hp0;p0i = 1.For a given step{size h, we generate points and tangents at the points s = ih,i = 0; 1; 2; : : : and apply the G1 Hermite interpolation proedure by MPHubis to the pairs of adjaent points and tangents. We analyze the existeneand the behaviour of the solutions for dereasing step{size h! 0.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 824.4.1 Regular asesUsing the Frenet formulas (see Setion 2.6) we generate a Taylor expansionof the given urve. The derivatives at s = 0 evaluate top0(0) = T0;p00(0) = T0(0) = �0N0;p000(0) = �1N0 + �0N0(0) = �1N0 � (�20T0 + �0�0B0); (118)et., where T0 = T(0), N0 = N(0), B0 = B(0), �0 = �(0), �1 = �0(0),�0 = �(0), et.. The hoie of the sign in p000(0) (and all further derivatives)depends on the ausal harater of the normal vetor N0. In the generi ase,the normal vetor N is either spae{like or time{like.Note that the equations (118) are not valid at Minkowski inetions, whereN0 is light{like. These ases have to be studied separately.Using suitable initial onditions, we generate a Taylor expansion of the givenurve, p(s) = p(0) + sp0(0) + s22 p00(0) + s36 p000(0) + : : : : (119)Without loss of generality, we hoose p(0) = (0; 0; 0)>, T0 = (1; 0; 0)>, andfN0;B0g = f(0; 1; 0)>; (0; 0; 1)>g, depending on the ausal harater of N0.We analyze the interpolants to the G1 Hermite data sampled at s0 and s1 =s0+ h. In the limit ase h! 0, the normal vetor N(0) plays the role of thedi�erene vetor d of the end tangent vetors.Proposition 14 Let p(s) be a spae{like C1 urve with a spae{like ortime{like prinipal normal vetor at p(s0). Consequently, the Minkowskiurvature satis�es � 6= 0 at p(s0). Then the G1 Hermite interpolation ofp(s) in [s0; s0+h℄ by MPH ubis has four solutions, provided that the step{size h > 0 is suÆiently small. Exatly one among them mathes the shapeof the given urve segment and possesses the approximation order four.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 83Proof: Let s0 = 0. If N(0) is spae{like, then this remains valid for s 2[0; h℄, provided that h is suÆiently small. The given urve has the Taylorexpansion1
p(s) = 0BBBBBB� s� 16�20s3 � 18�0�1s4 +O(s5)12�0s2 + 16�1s3 + 124(�2 + �0(� 20 � �20))s4 +O(s5)16�0�0s3 + 124(2�1�0 + �0�0)s4 +O(s5)

1CCCCCCA : (120)
After sampling the Hermite boundary data at s0 = 0 and s1 = h, we gen-erate Taylor expansions of the two quadrati equations Ei(b) = 0 and theirdisriminants, D1 = �40h8 + 2�30�1h9 +O(h10);D2 = 4h4 � 163 �20h6 � 163 �0�1h7 +O(h8): (121)If h is suÆiently small, then the disriminants are positive and we obtainfour real solutions.The �rst solution of the �rst kind will be analyzed in more detail. Theorresponding parameters a, b have the expansionsa1;1 = 13 + �112�0h+O(h2); b1;1 = 13 � �112�0h +O(h2): (122)Hene, if h is suÆiently small, then the interpolant mathes the orientationsof the given tangent vetors. These parameters lead to the solution q(t) =1We used the omputer algebra system Maple 9.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 84(�x(t); �y(t); �r(t))>, where�x(t) = th + �1t(1� t)4�0 h2 +O(h3);�y(t) = 12�0t2h2 + 112�1t2(3� t)h3 +O(h4);�r(t) = 16�0�0t3h3 � 124�0(�0(1� 2t)� �1(1 + t))h4 +O(h5): (123)
This solution approximates the given C1 urve with the (geometri) approx-imation order 4, i.e. q(t(�))� p(h�) = O(h4) (124)holds for all � 2 [0; 1℄ where t(�) is a reparameterization [0; 1℄! [0; 1℄,t(�) = � + h�(� � 1) �14�0 + h2�(� � 1)L1� + L296�20 ; (125)where L1 = 10�21 + 8�20� 20 � 8�40;L2 = 4�40 � 4�20� 20 � 17�21 + 12�0�2: (126)The remaining three solutions an be analyzed in a similar way. It an beshown that the solutions of the seond kind do not preserve the orientationof the boundary tangents, while the seond solution of the �rst kind exhibitsan `overshooting' behaviour. Figure 38 a) (page 94) visualizes the typialshape. These solutions do not math the shape of the given urve, and theydo not possess the approximation order 4.An analogous disussion an be given when the normal vetor of p at theorigin is time{like. We obtain similar results, but by hoosing the solutionorresponding to the parameters a1;2 and b1;2 as the `best' one. �Remark 12 In order to obtain the expansion (123) of the solution q(t) onehas to guarantee that all quantities used to ompute it (suh as D1, a1;1; b1;1,



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 85et.) are C1 with respet to h and that all operations involved yield C1results. Additions and multipliations preserve ontinuity and modify theexpansions in a straightforward way. The only square roots involved in ourinterpolation algorithm are pD1 and pD2. However, a loser look at theleading terms of the expansions of D1 and D2 (see (121)) reveals that theexpansions of pD1 and pD2 are well de�ned.The last tehnial diÆulty is related to divisions. One an verify that all thedivisions involved in the above proof do not introdue any essential singu-larities. However, some divisions may introdue removable singularities forh = 0. In those ases we extend the resulting ratios ontinuously to h = 0.In fat, it suÆes to guarantee that the given urve p(s) is C12 (instead ofC1). In this ase one has to hek that all quantities involved in the proof ofProposition 14 have the desired level of di�erentiability. In ase of C1 inputdata all the expressions are in fat C1.4.4.2 Singular asesMinkowski inetions orrespond to points where the normal vetor N islight{like. This ours at an isolated point or within an entire interval.Case 1: Isolated Minkowski inetion. We suppose that the normalvetor of p(s) at the origin is light{like and the anonial Taylor expansionof p(s) at the origin has the formp(s) = s0BBBBB� 100
1CCCCCA+ s22 0BBBBB� x2y2r2

1CCCCCA+ s36 0BBBBB� x3y3r3
1CCCCCA + s4240BBBBB� x4y4r4

1CCCCCA+0BBBBB� O(s5)O(s5)O(s5)
1CCCCCA :



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 86j yj , rj (�h0; 0) 0 (0; h0)odd yj > rj time{like N light{like N spae{like Nodd yj < rj spae{like N light{like N time{like Neven yj > rj spae{like N light{like N spae{like Neven yj < rj time{like N light{like N time{like NTable 6: Causal harater of normal vetor N.From equation hp0(s);p0(s)i = 1, whih holds for all s from some neighbor-hood of s0 = 0, we obtain without loss of generality that x2 = 0, y2 = �,r2 = �, x3 = 0, x4 = �(r3 � y3) et. Therefore the expansion of p00(s) takesthe formp00(s) = �N = 0BBBBB� 0��
1CCCCCA+ s0BBBBB� 0y3r3

1CCCCCA+ s22 0BBBBB� 3�(r3 � y3)y4r4
1CCCCCA+0BBBBB� O(s3)O(s3)O(s3)

1CCCCCA :Let j be the least index suh that yj 6= rj, j � 3 (the ase when j does notexist is onsidered in the paragraph addressing ineted segments). Thenthere exists an h0 > 0 for whih the normal vetor N of p(s) at the interval(�h0; 0), at the origin and at the interval (0; h0) has the ausal harater asspei�ed in Table 6.This lassi�ation follows diretly from the expansion of p00(s) and from thefat that xi = 0 for every 2 � i � j, i 2 N .The disriminants D1, D2 of the two quadrati equations for b have the



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 87expansions D1 = kj�(rj � yj)2h2j+4 +O(h2j+5);D2 = 4h4 +O(h4+j); (129)where kj is a nonzero onstant. Thus, all four solutions are real if � 6= 0,provided that the stepsize h is suÆiently small. The ase when � = 0 yieldsan analogous result.Similar to the previous setion, we may identify the best solution. However,the geometri approximation order of this solution is only two. Consequently,isolated Minkowski inetions redue the approximation order.Case 2: Curve with ineted segments. This setion analyzes a asewhih would not be present in the Eulidean world: a non{straight urvesegment, where all points are inetion points.More preisely, the normal vetor is assumed to be light{like within an entireinterval. This property haraterizes urves whih are ontained in light{likeplanes. One boundary urve of the assoiated planar domain is a straightline (the intersetion of the light{like plane with the plane r = 0).Proposition 15 Let p(s) be a spae{like C1 urve with a light{like normalvetor for s 2 [s0; s0 + h℄, where h > 0. Then the G1 Hermite interpolationof p(s) in [s0; s0 + h℄ by MPH ubis has in�nitely many solutions. Forone of them the orientations of the tangent vetors are preserved and theapproximation of p(s) is of order four.Proof: Following (37), we may suppose (without loss of generality) thatN(0) = (0; p22 ; p22 )>, B(0) = (0; p22 ;�p22 )>. Then the anonial Taylor



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 88expansion takes the form
p(s) = 0BBBBBB� sp24 s2 + p212 (�1 + �0)s3 +O(s4)p24 s2 + p212 (�1 + �0)s3 +O(s4)

1CCCCCCA : (130)
In this ase, the �rst equations of (95), (96) are automatially satis�ed. Weobtain a two{parameter family of interpolants of the �rst kind, sine theparameters a1 and b1 an be hosen arbitrarily. The oordinates of the in-terpolants (�x(t); �y(t); �r(t))> have the expansions�x(t) = ((3a1 + 3b1 � 2)t3 + (�6a1 � 3b1 + 3)t2 + (3a1)t)h;�y(t) = �r(t) = p24 ((6b1 � 2)t3 + (3� 6b1)t2)h2 +O(h3):By hoosing a1 = b1 = 13 , the approximation order beomes four again andthe interpolant mathes the orientations of the boundary tangent vetors.On the other hand, from the seond set of equations (95), (96) we get a2 =1 � b2, E2(b2) = �2a2b2 and therefore a2;1 = b2;2 = 0, a2;2 = b2;1 = 1. Theinterpolants of the seond kind have a singular point at one of the segmentboundaries. �4.5 Bounding the Hausdor� distane of planar domainsThe Hausdor� distane of two sets A;B � Rn is de�ned asHD(A;B) = maxfmaxa2A fminb2Bfjja� bjjEgg;maxb2B fmina2Afjja� bjjEggg; (132)where jj:jjE denotes Eulidean norm.
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TDTD TDFigure 35: Tangential distanes (TD) vs. Hausdor� distanes (HD)of two irles; the radii are assumed to be positive. In the �rst (resp.seond) example, the tangential distane is imaginary (zero), sine thedi�erene vetor between the points in Minkowski spae desribingthe two irles is time{like (light{like).Obviously, the Hausdor� distane of two irles with non{negative radii r1; r2in the plane equals �r + �, where �r = jr1 � r2j is the di�erene of theradii, and � is the distane between the enters. Consequently, the boundon the Eulidean distane between two urves in Minkowski spae p(s), q(s)implies an upper bound on the Hausdor� distane between the assoiatedplanar domains, HD(
p;
q) � p2maxs2I jjp(s)� q(s)jjE: (133)Therefore, the results on the approximation order of the MAT imply analo-gous results for the Hausdor� distane of the assoiated planar domains.Note that the Lorentz metri is not suitable for bounding the Hausdor�distane; it represents the so{alled tangential distane between two irles,see Figure 35.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 904.6 ExamplesIn this setion we present numerial results obtained by applying the previ-ously designed MPH approximation sheme.Example 1: Let us apply the G1 Hermite interpolation sheme to theurve segment (t) = (0:7et; 2:7 ln(1 + t); sin t)>, t 2 [0; 1℄. We onsider theurve segment as the medial axis transform of a planar domain 
. All fourinterpolants are shown in Fig. 36 along with the rational approximations ofthe original domain boundary �
. In this ase, the seond interpolant is thebest one.Example 2: We onsider the spae{like ubi ar (the MAT of a planardomain 
, f. Fig. 37) h(t) = (t; t2; t32 )> with the parameter domain t 2 [0; 1℄.We apply the G1 Hermite interpolation sheme to the urve segment obtainedfor t 2 [0; 12 ℄, i.e. to the left half of the urve shown in Fig. 37.The G1 Hermite data are h(0) = (0; 0; 0)>, h(12) = (12 ; 14 ; 116)> and h0(0) = e1,h0(12) = (1; 1; 38)>. The algorithm desribed in Table 4 gives four solutionsfor parameters a and b:a) a1;1 = 0:128036; b1;1 = 0:184193;b) a1;2 = 0:586249; b1;2 = 0:520228;) a2;1 = 0:811725; b2;1 = �0:158310;d) a2;2 = �0:175181; b2;2 = 0:492110: (134)
The four interpolants in Minkowski spae are shown in Fig. 38 (top), alongwith the rational approximations to the original domain boundary �
 (bot-tom). The �rst interpolant (blak urve in the top �gure) is obviously the
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a) b)Figure 36: a) Four interpolants to the given medial axis transform,b) orresponding irles and their rational envelopes.
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Figure 37: Top: Curve in R2;1 with a Minkowski inetion point.Bottom: assoiated planar domain, its o�sets and the inetions ofthe boundary.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 93i mi;1 m�i;1 Mi;1 M�i;1 Hi;1 H�i;10 2:253 � 10�2 { 3:575 � 10�3 { 3:286 � 10�3 {1 2:985 � 10�3 7.548 2:389 � 10�4 14.967 2:322 � 10�4 14.1512 3:861 � 10�4 7.731 1:560 � 10�5 15.307 1:549 � 10�5 14.9963 4:877 � 10�5 7.918 9:887 � 10�7 15.784 9:867 � 10�7 15.6944 6:112 � 10�6 7.978 6:201 � 10�8 15.943 6:198 � 10�8 15.9205 7:646 � 10�7 7.995 3:879 � 10�9 15.985 3:879 � 10�9 15.9806 9:559 � 10�8 7.999 2:425 � 10�10 15.996 2:425 � 10�10 15.995Table 7: Numerial results obtained by G1 MPH interpolation andre�nement via subdivision.best one, and the given MAT annot be visually distinguished from this urve.This fat was to be expeted, sine the normal vetor of h(t) is spae{likefor every t 2 [0; 12 ℄ (see Setion 4.4.1).Example 3: Consider again the ubi ar of Example 2. We will interpolateh(t) using the G1 MPH interpolation sheme and a binary subdivision. Forthe i{th level of subdivision (i = 0; 1; 2; : : :) and the n{th interval span[ n�12i+1 ; n2i+1 ℄ we have the �rst order Hermite data pi;n�1 = h( n�12i+1 ), pi;n =h( n2i+1 ) and ti;n�1 = h0( n�12i+1 ), ti;n = h0( n2i+1 ), where n = 1; : : : ; 2i.Following the results from Setion 4.4.1 and Example 2 we onsider the in-terpolant orresponding to a1;1, b1;1 only. We denote this interpolant qi;n(s)and linearly reparameterize it to s 2 [ n�12i+1 ; n2i+1 ℄.The numerial results are presented in Table 7. The values mi;n, Mi;n and
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a)

b)Figure 38: a) Four interpolants to the given medial axis transform,b) orresponding irles and their rational envelopes. Top { solutionsof the �rst kind, bottom { solutions of the seond kind.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 95Hi;n are sampling{based estimates of various distanes between the originalurve h(t) and its interpolants. More preisely, we study the parametridistane mi;n = maxt fjjqi;n(t)� h(t)jjEg; (135)the parametri distane after the reparameterization (125)Mi;n = maxt fjjqi;n(�(t))� h(t)jjEg (136)and the Hausdor� distaneHi;n = maxfmaxt fmins fjjh(t)� qi;n(s)jjEgg;maxs fmint fjjh(t)� qi;n(s)jjEggg;where s; t 2 [ n�12i+1 ; n2i+1 ℄ and jj:jjE denotes Eulidean norm. For eah level ofsubdivision, only the distanes obtained for the �rst segment (n = 1) arereported. Moreover, the ratios of two adjaent values for i = 1; 2; : : : areshown, i.e. m�i;1 = mi;1mi�1;1 , M�i;1 = Mi;1Mi�1;1 and H�i;1 = Hi;1Hi�1;1 .The numerially omputed ratios on�rm that the approximation order ofthe best solution is three resp. four before resp. after the reparameterization.Example 4: The urve h(t) = (t; t2; t32 )> has Minkowski inetions fort = �p33 and t = �p2. Let us now take a loser look at the inetiont = p33 . Figure 37 (top) depits the urve h(t) for t 2 [0; 1℄ along with itsprojetion to the xy plane. The parameter value t = p33 is marked by thethin line. Figure 37 (bottom) shows the assoiated planar domain and theinetions of the boundaries, see Proposition 3.The numerial data obtained from the subdivision sheme analogous to theone in Example 3 for the parameter interval [p33 ; 1℄ are summarized in Ta-ble 8. Again, ompare the values with the results of Setion 4.4.2: theapproximation order { after the reparameterization { is equal to two.



4 INTERPOLATION OF G1 HERMITE BOUNDARY DATA 96i mi;1 m�i;1 Mi;1 M�i;1 Hi;1 H�i;10 1:845 � 10�1 { 1:438 � 10�1 { 7:735 � 10�2 {1 8:404 � 10�2 2.195 3:333 � 10�2 4.098 1:981 � 10�2 3.9052 4:141 � 10�2 2.029 7:948 � 10�3 4.048 4:995 � 10�3 3.9663 2:049 � 10�2 2.021 1:940 � 10�3 4.024 1:254 � 10�3 3.9834 1:019 � 10�2 2.012 4:791 � 10�4 4.012 3:142 � 10�4 3.9915 5:078 � 10�3 2.006 1:191 � 10�4 4.006 7:864 � 10�5 3.9966 2:535 � 10�3 2.003 2:968 � 10�5 4.003 1:967 � 10�5 3.998Table 8: Numerial results obtained by G1 MPH interpolation andre�nement via subdivision at an inetion point.
Remark 13 So far, urves with light{like tangents have been exluded.Still, suh points may be present in appliations, e.g. in the ase of boundarieswith verties. If a point on the Minkowski spae urve approahes a pointwith a light{like tangent, then the urvature goes to in�nity. The interpola-tion proedure an be adapted to this ase, and the analysis of the numberof solutions an be arried over. As observed in our numerial experiments,a `nie' solution exists always, provided that the stepsize is suÆiently small.The approximation order of this solution is again equal to two, similar to thease of inetions.



5 CONCLUSION 975 ConlusionIn this thesis we thoroughly investigated a relation between MPH ubisand ubi helies in Minkowski spae. Among other results we proved thatany polynomial spae{like or light{like helix in R2;1 is an MPH urve. Theonverse result holds for ubi MPH urves, i.e. spatial MPH ubis arehelies in R2;1 . Based on these results and properties of tangent indiatriesof MPH urves we presented a omplete lassi�ation of planar and spatialMPH ubis.As demonstrated in this thesis, MPH urves an be used for approximatingthe medial axis transform of a planar domain. As an advantage, they admita rational parameterization of the o�set urves of the domain boundary. Wehave presented a general method for onverting a spae{like C1 urve (MAT)into a G1 spline via MPH ubis.Based on the mutual position of the given �rst order Hermite data we derivedthe onditions for the existene and the number of interpolants. Using Taylorexpansions we studied the approximation order, whih is generally equal tofour, but it redues to two at isolated Minkowski inetions. Moreover, ourtheoretial results were demonstrated by several numerial examples.
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